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GOALS

Assertiveness for Teachers

Goal 1 - To understand the basic assumgt son of assertiveness training.

Activity t - Your Bill of.Rights
N'

Activity 2 - What Assertiveness Is and Isn't

Goal 2 - To learn specific ways to get started in learning to be more
assertive.

Activity 1 - Pick Your Area

la to Lose and Gain

Goal 3 - To learn specific ways of staying with assertive training.

Activity 1 - Your Personal ABC's

Activity 2 Your Irrational Beliefs

Activity 3 - Four Types of Assertion

Activity 4 - Gerting'Some Practice ,

Activity 5-"A Checklist

Assertiveness for Children

Goal 1 - To understand the basic assumptions of assertiveness training with
children.

Activity 1 What are Children's Rights?

Activity 2 - What's in it for Teachers of Assertive dildren?

Goal 2 - To learn the steps of assertive training for children.

Activity 1 The Steps in Assirtive Training

Goal 3 To learn how to use imagery as a tool ofassertio,,

41111k..,
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Activity 1 -

Activity 2-

Activity 3

Goal 4 - To learn how
training.

Activity 1 -

Activity 2 -

Activity 3 -

Steps in Guided Imagery

Themes for'Guided

Creating a Guided

to use relaxation

Imagery

Imagery Fo

training a§ a

Steps in Relaxation

Creating a Relaxation Format

Sharing Positives Assertively

O

tool'of asSertion

1
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To understand

the basic

lssumptionp of'

assertiveness

training.

Concepts

OVERVIEW

Activities

assertion, non-, 4*Your bill of rights

assertion, aggtesslon,

rights *What assertiveness

is and isn't

Time Process

10 writing

10. discussing,

writing

Modi

independent,

large group

large group,

independent

To learn assertion

specific ways quotient

to get started

in learning to

be more asser-

tive.

*Pick yoilr area 15

*What's to lose

and gain ,

assessing independent.

20 discussing, small group
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To learn 1
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of, staying

with assertive

training.

irrational beliefs,

types of assertion

*Your personal

ABC's

45, lecture " independent,

writing . small groUp

*Your irrational 30

beliefs

*FOur types of

assertion

discussing

discussing: large group'.

(' independent,;

20 discussing large group

*Getting some practice 45

*A checklist 15

0

' role-playing triad

,
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ACTIVITY DIRECTIONS



Goal 1: Participants will understand the basic assumptions of
assertiveness training.

MATERIALS /EQUIPMENT: Participant worksheets.1, 2

PREPARATION: Circle format for chairs to facilitate discussion And
cohesiveness.

Activity_1; "Your Bill of,Rights"

Objective: Participants will assess their priorities in basic
human rights.

Preparation: Ask the participants to look at their worksheet 1.
Instruct the participants to put an X by the rights that
are especially important to themselves.

Process the exercise by pointi4g out item 10. Ask
whether this was an important right to any of the participants.
Note [hat rights of self and others is a basic concept in
assertiveness training.

Activity 2: "What Assertiveness Is and Isn't"

Objective: Participants will defihe and differentiate between
assertiveness, aggressiveness and non-assertiveness.

Preparation: Be thoroughly familiar with the leader's summary
of assertiveness defined (ill).

Present the futterial covered in the summary. Incorporate
as many examples along'with body language' as time will
pexmit. Ask.for questions and encourage comments as you go
through the mini-lecture.

After the presentation ask participants to look at
participant worksheet 2 and fill out the definitions. If there
is Confusion7,Fegarding differentiation of terms, clear up
through discussion.

/



Goal 2: Participants will learn specific ways to get started in
learning to be more assertive.

MATERIALS/EQUIPMENT: Participant worksheets 3, 49,5.

PREPARATION: Circle format for chairs.

Activity 1: "Pick Your Area"

Objective: Participants will individually assess several areas of
possible concern.

Preparation: Ask participants to look at worksheet 3, an assertive-
ness assessment or the A Q test. Instruct the participants
to read the directions and do the assessment individually.
Assure the members of the workshop that the responses are
confidential.

Activity 2: "What's to Lose and Gain"

Objective: Participants will list losses and gains from learning
more assertive behavior.

Preparation: Ask participants to briefly review the short essay
on decisions. worksheet 4. Then tell participants they will
be looking at both sides (the pluses and minuses) during this
exercise. Instruct'participants to form small groups of
three and look at worksheet 5. An examples of this concept
could be:

LOSE GAIN
1. getting others to do things 1. feel good about myself

I don't want to do for doing something I'd
prefer,not doing, anyway

2. feeling inadequate, 2. feelings adequate, able
small, unprepared to handle life

- 2



3oal 3: Participants will learn specific ways to pursue assertiveness
goals for themselves.

ry

EQUIPMENT/MATERIALS - Chalkboatif or newprint and felt pen, participants
worksheetS 6,7.

PREPARATION: Circle format

Activity 1: "Your Personal ABC's"
/

Objective: Participants will individually assess their internal,
thought processes that could create anxiety, frustration, con-
fusion (negative feelings) about taking an assertive stance.

Preparation: Be thoroughly familiar with the following elements
of the presentation of the ABC paradigm and -read the
leader'ssummary (.#2 .) on Creating feelings.

Following is one way to present the ABC paradigm. Adapt
it to your own style.

"So far we have talked about your rights and others'
rights as human beings, what assertiveness is and isfnot,
that there'are both gains and losses in assertion, aail'
looked at and evaluated some specific situations in terms
of your comfort level.

"It would be quite easy to say 'Yes, I know all that,
but saying 'No! to my good friends Takes me feel,anxious
o receiving-a compliment makes me feel foolish or
peaking in front o a group makes me feel nervous.'
(Put on a chalkboard or newprint the following:)



"It's easy, acceptable'and common
say that the refusing, complimenting,
speaking (point to A) causes C (point
of anxiety, nervousness, foolishness,
lessness, etc."

for people to
or public'
to C), feelings
anger, help, ...

4

"What are some other situations .(A) and feelings
(C) you might have?/ (elicit from the participant6
and fill in the A and C parts as below:)

-frioyskil

::;170s
"There is a missing part,'though, a ni1,11.:' part

that, you most likely are quite unaware of -- that
an out-of-awa pness, often fuzzy B part. That B
part is what you are saying to yourgeli, about A:

The B part (put a B between A and C with arrows)



"is like a cassette tape recordereon"fast f rward.
What you say,to yourself is so fast and span aneous
that until you tune in to your own internal entences,
they are out of awareness. So; it is not A t at CAUSES
C, but what you SAY about A in'your head that. CREATES
the feelings at C. ff

4
"OK, let's go back to A and carry a situa ion through.

Let's take saying 'No' to a good friend. Reme ber, it's
not saying 'NO' that makes you feel anxious or atever,
but What you'tell yourself about saying e B part
might be 'Oh no, he/shewill-never like me agai ' or
'He/She will think I am a terrible, stingy perso " (put
these sentences. under the Hand elicit other int rnal
sentences from the participants and write them i ).

A1 oh nk 3.
313**5 I% will %Cat "11. 4"Xl 614

WArdol Ur 2,,,se 10;11 +114;st ups's*o 41Pvtible
34 . --

.e+

1

"So.now that you are a,-e of hot.? YOU may be creating
thenegative feeling:, ut frustration, anger, confusion,

. . , etc., what can you do about it? TheFe are several things:.
(1) by bringiHr , , awareness your internal sentences you
will have already taken an important first step. Thus,

ti,..thefirst step is recognizing your feelings and asking

4'5
yourself, "What didI say inside to get myself here?'

.- '...(At this time, ask participants to look at the participant

.

orksheet, Activity 6 and to fill out the B part)
There are other ways of dealing with'B beSides

awareness. (2) Involved in most internal sentences that
create negative feelings are 'catastrophizing' and
'awfulizing' and going into the past and/or into the
ftiture. To deal with these involves another part and
thdt is the D or disputing part (go back to the chart and
`fill in as below:



"Basically, the D part is the disputing of the awfulizing
and catastrophy.,building elements in B. FCT example,

your B internal sentences may be something like,

'Oh no, he/she will hate me' with the addition of 'forever'

and also 'and that's horrible, awful, teriible, the worst

thing in the world.' It may indeed be unp),easant;
annoying; and mildly fustrating, but it is not awful,,

t .eAible,or the°end of the world -In addition the words

.
'never' and ealfways' carry an absolute connotation that

is seldom true a feeds into the catastrophy-building.-

for creating n at ve feelings.'
Finally, f we look at tim like this: (draw a line

then an arrow or forward and u, backwards

p
"When You go into.the futureuture in creating bad feelings,
usually it is to predict doom and gloom - e.g. 'He/she

will never get over disliking me.' When you go into the

past, it is to ruminate on past bad tides, goof-ups rnd

failures -- e.g. trisaid no once and got fired for it."

"To not create negative feelings; the solution is

to stay right here, right now., (put in the here and-

nowion the time line). Staying in the here and now can

be Sbne by focusing on what yodare seeing, hearing and

feeling right now. When you become aware of going to

the future or to the past, refocus and bring yourself

back to what is happening now."

I

- 6



.
As-a group, ask participants to share some of their

internal sentences along with the situations ancIsfeelings.
Discuss briefly an) questions or comments. This exereise
is a companion to the next activity.

Activity 2: "Your Irrational Beliefs"

Objective: Participants will examine seven common irrational
beliefs associated,mith assertiveness.

Preparation: Be thoroughly th the irrational beliefs
.

and their rational counterpart
PreSent to the participa s in the form of a mini-lecture

the following important questions that help'to answer whether
a person is Irrational:

(1) Is there the assumption that other .people will
ALWAYS react negatively to an assertive behavior?
Reactions could be neutral or even positive.

(2) Is there a focus only on-the negative outcome of
an assertive behavior without considering other
options?.

(3) Is there the,assumption that the person of
handle negative feedback if 'lint r-

Note to the participants that this 1,r e ci_

Illy on the D (disputing) part of the ,-iadigm.
Instruct the participants to loot their - worksheet 7

and following the directions mark the b refs they use most
frequently to stop themselves.

Process this activity by taking each irrational belief,
asking for a show of hands for those who use it freq6ently,
and discussing the rational aisputes.

Activity 3: "Four Types of Assertion"

Objective: Participants will look at four types of assertive styles.

Preparation: Instruct the'participants to read through the worksheet
8 on styles of assertion. Tell the members that they wile be
using this worksheet for role - playing in the next exercise.

After the participants have read the work:Meet, take;
each assertion type and briefly review and ask for questions,
comments; etc. Remind the participants that it is not simply
the words used that make an assertive stance, but relaxed body
and positive feelings. A person'may say all the "right"
words, but if therday the words between clenchcd jaws, with
4owncast eyes on locked knees with a prediction that the other .

"L.

7-

.Z 0



person isn' going to hear anyway, those words- will probably
nest be received as intended.

kotiAity 4: "Getting some Practice"

Objective:- 'Participants will role-play assertive behavior.

Preparation: Ask the participants to read the direction for this
activity in worksheet #9. Remind them to use their worksheet
#8 as a review of the four assertive styles. Finally, instruct
them to imagine themselVet in a "sneak preview'''. before each
role- playing by (with eyes closed) seeing themselves, looking,
behaving and feeling assertive in the situation they haNfre
chosen. After the role - playing 'has begun, mill from group'to
gfoup'with feedback,.answers to questions, etc.

ctivity 5:. "A Checklist"

Objective: Participants wi amine,a summary checklist for
systematically approaching assertion.

Preparation: Ask the participants to go over their worksheet #10
' as you briefly go over each step.

4om
questions, clarify

concerns, and draw out reactions ffom the group.

I

t,

O
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Goal 1: Prticic5ants willsunderstand the basics assumptions of
assertiveness training for children. ,

MATERIALS/EQUIPMENT: Participant Worksheets 1111 and 412.

PREPARATION: CirLe format.

'Aftivity,1: "What are Childien's Rights?"

Objective:.. Participants will assess,iheir beliefs regarding .

children's rights.

Preparation: Ask the participants to look at the pa ticipant
worksheet #11 and to fill it out accordin(to t eildisaictions..
Point out kn the instructions that the age and turity level
of children as well as time for training Shouldibe-considered.

Pro'ces's the exercise by asking the participants for
feedback regarding right4 considered appr9priate, inappropriate
and questilliable. Encourage discdssion of rea0ons for the
beliefs and attitudes among, the glipup. Note tO the group
that frequently children are not considered to have rights by
parents and teachers and that children oftenitelieve that'when
a magical age comes (16 years old; 18 or 21), !then they will
be in charge of themselves and feel personally powerful and
effective. However, whey that "special" timeIarrives, fre-.;
quently children are diappointed and depressed because their
feeling's about themselves have not altered significantly. If

children begin at a young age to feel. personally effective,.;
respQnsible and in charge, of themselves, the eTfecet is
addictive, and children are not "waiting.for magic" to happen.

Acti ity 2:' "What's in it fog Teachers of Assertive ChIydren?"
1

, /

Objective: Participants will assess how assertive_children might
be a positiVe benefit to themselves and to,pa'rents..

Preparation: Ask participants to group into small groups of 3-4 C
and to fill out worksheet #12. If .the'participants are unsu,
of benefits to themselves, some possibiliti6s to share with
them could include4 I,A less solving of playground problems
between children; 2. less time spd t 4th children playing
"I can't"; I., more good feelings a out children and le 8

\1
d

Cf

9
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Process this exercise by :asking one persoh.froM each
mall group= to, share' the Tistslormulated.- EncOnrage
articip4nts to "Copy", ideas from other grOups if .they:

a.

.choose to.
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Goal 2: Partici s-will learn
ing.for children.,

the stepof assertiveness train-
.

MATERIALS IUIPMENT: Worksheet 113.

PREPARATIs Circle format.

f,
Activity 1: "The Steps"'

Objective: Participants will learn fiv'e steps for essertiveness
training withfchildren. 4

Preparation: Read through the,,..Leder's Summaiy Of-Assertive
Training for Yqung People # 3 Present the following
five steps ftnd ask participant8Nto summarize the steps on
their worksheet 4113. As the stepPare presente encourage
the group to recall theirjOxperiences,as they' went through
the steps earlier in the*Drkshop,

(1) Students learning to discriminate between non-
astertive, aggressive and assertive behavior. /

(2) Students becoming aware of their rights inatf
variety of interpersonal situations. 4t

(3) Students learning to identify theepotional
by ckS they use to prevent assertiveness.

(4) St dents learning skills to r ce these blocks.11/11

(5) St ents developing assertive e vibes through
ro playing.

Tell the participants that a more lindepihAummary is
proVided as a-handout. Answer questions and comments.

1
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-Gcml 3:' Paticipants will learn holy() use imaOty.as a toolof
ssertion training.

MATERIALS/EQUIPMENT.: Participant Worksheet #1

'4111.

PREPARATION: Circle,format.

/
15, 1

Activity 1: "Steps'in Guided turnery"

I

Objective: . Participants will eXperi4pce a guided imagery Nnd
learn the.s 'teps involved.

- \,-

(4 6-1

jreparation: Be thOrclughly familiar iith the following guided
imagery script. Embellish or change as is personally
suitable. Read the leader's summary #4.

GUIDED IMAGERY'I

(Ask the partic4pants to first get.very comfortable
in their chairs because they will be experiencing
a guided imagery and-you will be thier guide:
The -first 'step will1be teaching them a breathing
exercise that is very helpful for relaxing and then
you will take th6 through la guided imagery.) ,i,

",lefore I start 4s your guide on an imager
joutley, I want to teach you a breathing exercise.

'that can be extremely helpful 14,1earning to relax
your body. You can use this breathing technique
in almost a4y setting it is helpful for.gettrng to
or imck to sleep and o specific or general tenseness.

"First of all, comfOrtable in your chair.
Remove all paper,i0encils, purses, etc.. from your
lap or hands. I'M-going to tell you about how' -this
breathing technique works and then do it with you so:

'you can experience it. 1194icall7, it workqlby Nt

breaihing in to a count of 2, holding your breath
in your lungs to ,a count of 2,7 then exhaling through
your nose ro a count of 4 aid holding to a count of
4, then starting the cycle again. So, to summarize,
the technique is to inhale and hold -to a count and
then to exhale and to_ hold twice that count. ,The

numbering wi41 go from 2 and A to 3,,and 6 to 4 and 8,

1

.e7

___



etc, In the beginning, h&evet,we,will'go from 2
and 4 to .1%nd.60 Holding told-tiger counts takes'
m0=e.practice; ) .

j
.

.110k, lets practice. aloK,your-eyes for the
test effect, ut it is not absolutely%necessary.
,Take a ctupl of deep breaths now. Ok, now:

BREATHE IN 172,

HOLD ,:'Repeat
\about 10 shREATHE OUT:
'times1°. MOLD'
keepiuga stead pace.

BREATHE IN :

. ,

Repeat ILD :

about 10 BREATHE OUT;
times HOLD
kleping a steady pace.

1-2

1-2-3-4
1 -2 -3 -4

1-2-3
1-2-3-4-5-6

"Now you continue counting in your head-for a
couple of more minutes.

"Nob top co nting and begin your normal breathing
rate and y a l wly open,your eyes paying attention
to how yo eel. How many of your ate feeling some7
what more relaxed? As you do this\on.a regular basis,
like oncT-rday for 10-15 minutes,'yOur lung capacity
will grou)k\and it becomes more relaxIng.

,"At this time, if there are no more ,questions
cor comments, I'd like you to experience.a guided-

imagery. gil5; close your eyes agaif and get comfortable
in your chair. I want to do the breathing exercise
again with yo4, so

BREATHE IN : 1-2
HOLD : 1-2

BREATHE OUT: 1-2-3-4
HOLD : 1-2-3-4

Repeat
about 10
times

"Now, in your mind's' eye let yourself see a green
fo ?est with trees, moss, grass, wild flowers. It's
towards the end'ofthe day so it's beginning to get
dark. Be there in the forest. 'See the trees and
growing things, hear the birds as they call and sing
,back and forth, smell the forest smells, feel the
coolness of the air as evening approaches. Now notice
in front of you a narrow path. Make your way towards
the path. You're getting closer to it and now you are



PIO

following ft as it winds among the,t es, flowers, and '

othergrowin .things. .ContinUeowalki emelling,
feeling an wing your environment. Now look ahead
and notic a clearing up "ahead. See that there is a
figure o .a person there,-e person mho you Can't
make out or identify because the person is in the
ehidOws, but you know that person is waiting for you

.

And is kind and understanding. As you are walking and
getting,closer to that person, you are now beginning to
identify the person and as you are looking closer you

,are,now seeing that person is YOU. The figure ilithe
part of yo t feels gdod about you-, that. is assertive
and respec your own tights as well as others. It's-
the you that communicates_in te.comfortable,open and
.honest way. It's the you that feels relaxed and in
charge of your feelings and thoughts. NotiCe how that,
aseertiireyou is standing, the facial expression as you
approach. Walk up to_that assertive you and begin talking:
Are there any questions you want to ask, what do you
want to say' to that competent, effective and assertive
you. Say what you will let yourself and listen to the

I responses.
"Now let youraelf become that assertive you for a

few minutes. For awhile become that person look:11-1g
bar4v What, do you have to say?-. How can you be helpful?
In what ways does this person block themself from being
as assertive as theOcoUld be? What advice do,you have
to give? Continue the dialogUe.

"Now, be yourself again. Say whatever you need to
in order to close off your dialogue and meeting for ;low.

"Turn itootid now and walk back on the winding path.
It's a little d'aiker4 hear the evening as it approaches.
As you-walk from the clearing, walk back'tOwards this
`room, back into now and become more aware'of being here.
When you ere,.ready, slowly open your eyes, stietch, move
as you feel like doing. In a few minutes we will process `\
this experience,"

Process this exercise by asking the participants what their
experience was like; Did they let themselves become involved?
If not, how did they stop, themselves, Note to them that. not
everyone will create imagery at will, but that everyone.
creates imagery frO.00.1time to timer i.e. imagining a vacation
spot, seeing a'disaptoroving look before doing something,
remembering and seeing past events, etc.
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Ask the participants to look at participant worksheet
#14 and to summarize for themealves as you go through the
following steps In guided imagery:

,

'(1) Help students become relaxed -- breathing, closifig
eyes, relexatiqn exercises, etc.

(2) Set the scene by using descriptions that use all
of the senses heariftg,'seeing, smening, feelintr---
etc.

(3) Keep instructions in' the present tenet, happening
right dow.

(4) Provide structure, but let the stuaTe fill in
their individualizeds0ecifics; so 'a, loir for
pauses and breaks in instructions.

(5) Guide the students back from an imagery session
gradually without any abruptness.

Activity 2; "Themes for Guided Imagery"

Objective: Participants will brainstorm possible themes for guided
imagery for the elementary aged student.

Preparation: Point out to the participant that many themes for
gyided imagery can be appropriate for the elementary aged
student. The purpose of this exercise is to formulate
possible themes that are associated with assertiveness and
posiiive'stences that reflect baIng in charge of. oneself.

Instru4t the participants )Ed group into small discussion
groups of 4.-5 and to' look at the worksheet 015.. .Share some
of the following themes for assertive behaviors and being
in charge: saying hello to someone who is still angry when
you want to "'make up"; finding a strong, capable part of
you and getting some advice; facing a fear, practicing's scary
upcoming event.

Activity 3: '"Creating a Guided age"
117

ry

Objective: Participants will write a' guided imagery and practice
it with a partner.

Preparation: Instruct the participants to look at their)4orkaheet
#16 and read the task directions. Point out that they may
use a theme from the previous small group exercise or make
up a new on Tell the participants to follow the steps in
worksheet414. Instruct the group -to work inddpendentlyand
after completing the guided imagery to find a Tartner to
take through.



As the guided -imagery formats are completed and partners
are found,, remind the pairs. to give each other feedback
about (1)4what the experience was like positively and negatively
for the person experiencing it, and (2) what the,experience
was like for the person' guiding.

Process.the exercise by asking the participants to share
some of their expefiences as a guide and being guided.



Ooai 4: Participants will learn to use relaxat training as a
tool of assertion training. ;

MATERALS/EQUIPMENT: Participant Worksheets #17 and 1/18.

PREPARATION: Circle format.

Activity 1: "Steps in Relaxation"

Objective: Participants will experience progressive deep relax-
ation techniques and learn the; steps involled in the process.

Preparation: Be thoroughly 'familiar with the relaxation script
that follows.

Introduce th#10 aspect of assertion training focusing
on the idea that if one is relaxed, it is diffiuclt to be
tight. Frequently people in anticipation of one or more
of their irrational beliefs tighten up their Muscles as
-though ready for the ancient "fight or flight" reaction to
perceived danger. If one learns to relax specific body
parts at will along with the assertive words aad behaviors,
more congruent and integrated as well as_permanent behavior
and attitude change can be expected.

-Ask'the participant to get comfortable'in their chairs
and to remove paper, etc. from their hands and laps. Tell
ttlem thi\you will be reading to them a progressive deep
ielaxationscript designed for elementary aged children.
The script also uses imagery. You might want to begin with
the breathing exercise, but it is not a necessary component.

Relaxation Training Script

Introduction

Today we're going:to do some special kinds of ex-.
ercises call "relaxation exercises." These exercises
help yOu learn how to relax when you're feeling uptight
and help you get rid of those butterflies-in-your-stomach
kinds of feelings. They're also kind of neat, because
you can do some of them in the classroom without any-
body noticing.

In order for you to get the best feelings from
these exercises, there are some rules yOu must follow.

- 17
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First, you must do exactly whet I say, even if it seems
:kind of silly. Second, you Est try hard to do what I
say. Third, you must pay aftention to your body.' Through-:
out these exercises,'pay attention to how your,musclei
feel when they are tight and when they are loose and
relaxed. And, fourth, you must Tractice: The more you
practice, the more relaxed you can get. Does anyone
have any questiona?

Are you ready to begin? Okay. First, get as com-
fortable as you can in your chair. Sit back, get both
feet on-the floor, and just let your arms hang loose. .,

That's fit:ie. Now close your eyesand don't open them
until I say to. Remember to follow my instructions very
carefully, try hard, and pgy attentidn to your body.
Here we go.

Hands and Arms

Pretend you have a whole lemon in your left hand.
Now squeeze it hard. Try to squeeze all the juice out.
Feel the tightness in your hand and arm as you squeeze.
Now drop the lemon. NotiCe how your muscles feel when
they are relaxed. Take another leMon and squeeze it.
Try to squeeze this. one harder ,than you did the first
one. That's right. Real hard. Now drop your lemon
and relax. See how mUch better your hand and arm feel
when they are relaxed., Once again, take a lemon in your
left hand and squeeze all the juice out. Don't leave
a single drop. Squeeze gard. Good. Now relax and let
the lemon fall from your hand. (Repeat the process for
the ,right hand and arm.)

Arms and Shoulders

Pretend you are a furry, lazy cat. You want to
stretch. Stretch your arms out in front of you. Raise
them up high over your head. Way back. Feel the pull
in your shoulders. Stretch higher. Now just let your
arms drop back to your side. Okay, kittens, let's
stretch again. Stretch your arms out in front of you.
Raise them over your head. Pull them back, way back.
Pull hard. Now let them drop quickly. Good. Notice
how your shoulders feel more relaxed. This time lets
have a great big stretch.' Try to touch the ceiling.



StretCh your arms way out in front of you. Raise
them way up high over your head. Push them way, way
'Week. Notice the tension and pull in" your arms ,and
shoulders. Hold tight, now. Great. Let themldrop
very quickly and' afeel how good it is 0 be relaxed.
It feels good and`warm and lazy.

Shoulder and Neck C

Now pretend -you are a turtle. You're sitting
out on a rock by a nice, peaceful pond, just relaxing
in the warm sun. It feels nice and_warm and safe
here. Oh-ohl You sense danger. Pull your head into
your house. Try to pull your shoulders up.tp your
ears- and push your head down into your shoulders.
Hold_in tight. It isn't-easy to be a turtle in a
shell. The danger is past now. Yowcan come out into
the warm sunshine, and, once again, you can relax
and feel the warm sunshine. Watch out now! More
danger. Hurry, pull your head back into your house
and hold it'tight. You have to be closed in tight
to protect yourself. Okay, you can relax now. Bring
your head..outand let your shoulders relax. Notice
how much better it feels to be relaxed than to be
all right. One more time, now. Danger! Pull your
head in. Push your shoulders way up to your ears, and
hold 'tight. 'Don't let even a tiny piece of your head
show outsidey0ur shell./ Had it. Feel the tenSeness

* in your neck ,and;shoulders:e Okay. You can cbme out
now. It's safe agaig. Relhx,and feel comfortable in
your safety. There's no more danger. Nothing to,
worry about. Nothing'to be afraid of. 'You feel good.

S.

Jaw

You have a giant jawbreaker.bubble gum in your -

mouth. It's very hard to chew. Bite down on it. Hard!

Let your neck muscles help you. Now relax. Just let
youf jaw hang loose. Notice how good 4t.feels just, to
let your jaw drop. Okay, let's tackle that jawbreaker
again now. Bite down. Hard! Try to squeeze it out
between your teeth. That's gobd. You're really tearing
that gum up. N(514 relax again. Just let your jaw drop
off your face. It feels so good just to let go and
not have to fight that bubble gum. Okay, one more time.

- 19 -
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_We're really going to tear it up this time. Bite down.'
Hard as you can. Harder. Oh, you're really working
hard: Good. Now relax: Tty_to relax your whole body.
You've beaten the bubble gum, Let yourself go as loose'.
-he you can.

Face and Nose

Here comes a pesky old fly. He has landed onyour
nose. Try to get him off without using your hafids.
That's right, wrinkle up your nose._ Make as many wrinkles
Oka your nose as you can. Scrunch your nose up reel hard.
Good. You've chased him 'away. Now you can relax your
nose. Ooops, here he coMes back again. Right back in
the middle of yofr nose. Wrinkle up your .nose again.
Shoo'him off. Wrinkle it 'Up hatd:'-Had it just as
tight as you can. Okay, be flew away. You can relax
your face. Notice that whew you scrundh up your nbfie
that your cheeks and your mouth and your forehead and
your eyes all help you and they get tight, too. So when
you relax 3,yur nose, your whole face relaxes too, and
that feels flood. Oh -oh. This time that old fly has
come back* ut this time he's on your forehead. Make
lots of wrinkles:. Try to catch hi bktween all those
wrinkles. Hold it tight,)now. Okay, you can let go.
Hes gone for good.. Now you can just.relax. let your
face go smooth, no wrinkles anywhere. Your face feels
nice and smooth and relaxed.

StoMach

Hey! Were comes a cute habyslephant: But he
not watchihriherk he's going. He doesn't see you
lying there in the grass, and he's about to step- on
your stomach. Don't move. You don't have-time to get
out of the way. Just get ready for him. Make your
stomach very'hard. Tighten up your stomach muscles
real tight. Hold it. It looks like he is going the
other way. You can relax now. Let your stomach go
soft. Let it be as relaxed as you can. That feels so
much better. Oops, he's coming this way again. Get
ready. Tighten up ybur stomach. Real hard. If he
steps on you when your stomach is hard, it won't hurt.
Make your stomach into a rock. Okay, he's moving away
again. You can relax now. Kind of settle. down, get

(
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down, get comfortable, and.relax. Notice the difference
between a tight stomach and4a relaxed one. That's40w
we want it to feel--nice and loose and relaxed. You
won t believe this, but this time he's really coming
your way and no turning around. He's headed straight
fpr you Tighten eri. Tighten hard. 'Here he comes.
'This is really it. You've got to/hold on tight. He's
stepping on you: 'He's &tapped over you. Now he's gone
for good. You can relax completely.. Youtre safe.
Everything is okay, and you-can feel nice 'and relaxed..

This time imagine that you V:antlo squeeze through
a narrow fence andelhe hOards have splinters on them.

,

You'll have to make yourself very skinny if you're
going to make it rough. Suck your stomach in: Try
to squeeze it up against your backbone. .Try to be as
skinny as you can'. -You've got to get through, NoV
relax. You don't have to be skinny now. Just relax and
feel your stomach being warm and loose. Okay, let'S
try to get through that fence now. Squeeze up your
stomach. Make ittouch your backbone. Get it real .

small and tight. Get as skinny as you can. Hold tight,
now. You'ye got to squeeze through. You got through
that skinny little-fence and no splinters. You can
'relax now. Settle back and let yOur Apmech come back
out where it belongs. You can feel really good now.
You've done fine.

Legs and Feet

Now pretend that you are Standing barefoot in a
big, fat mud puddle. Squish your toes down deep into
the mud. Try to geeyour feet down to the bottom of
the mud. puddle. You'll probably need your legs to help
you push. Push down, spread your toes apart,, and feel
the mud squish up between your toes. Now step pout of
the mud puddle. Relax your feet. Let your toes go.
loose and feel how nice that is. If feels good to be
relaxed. Back into the mud puddle. Squish your toes
down. Let your leg muscles help push your feet down.
Push your feet. Hard. Try to squeeze that mud puddle
dry. Okay. Come back out now.* Relax your feet,
relax your legs, relax your toes. It feels so good
to be.relaxed. No tenseness anywhere. You feel kind
of warm-and tingly.
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Conclusion

Stay as relaxed as yOu can. Let your whole body /
go limp and feel alp, your.muscles relaxed. In a'few'
minutes. I will askiyou to open your eyes, and that will
be the end of this session. AS you gek through the
day, remember how good it feels to be kelexed, just as
we did'in thesit'exercises. Practice these exercises

, every day to get more and more Telexed. A good time
to practice is ft night, after you have gone to bed
'and'the lights are out and you won't be disturbed. It
will help you get to sleep-TThen, when you are a
really good telaxer, you can help yourself relax here g
at school. Just remember the elephant, or the jaw,
breakeror,the mud puddle, and you can do our
exercises and nobody will'know Today is a good day,
and you are jeady to go back to class feeling very
relaxed, -,You've .worked Aard in here, and it feels
good to work bird.. Very slowly, nowt open your
eyes end wiggle your muscles around a little. Very
good. You've doe a good job. You're going to be a
super relaxer. /-I/
After the participants have-stretched. And refreshed

'themselves, ask for pbrspnal feedback regar ing what thb
experience was like.

Then, share with the participants the followihg
theoretical aspects of rogressive deep relaxation trailing:

(1) the tightening and loosening of specific muscle
groups, teaches the discrimination between tension
and relaxation. Often persoris are tense and do
not realize it. Frequently, extra tension is

. unnecessarily' carried around.
J (2) after discrimination is learned, unnecessary tension

can be.pinpointed and relaxed at will.
V (3.) the procedure is simple,- easy to use in most any

,, setting.

Have the partipipants look at their worksheet #17 and
summarize the steps 2n that page. Also point out that the
entire relaxation scfipt you read is within atandout they
will receive. Follmiing are the steps of relaxation:

(1) pick a.time for training that will be uninterrupted
and without an abrupt ending possibility, i.e. the
recess bell ringing at the end.



-,(2) teach the differentipLole groupings 'two or

-.(3) set dside 10-15 minutes per Session two to three
times a week. t °

(4) use repetition morethan is indicated in the
script.

(5) slowly end each bf the relaxation training sessions.-
Children "get into".these more easily than adults.
A proper ending is as important as a good beginning.

three at a time.

10,

Activity 2: .'Creating a Relaxation Format"

Objective: Participants will write a'relaxatlon script and try.
,4t out with a partner.

Preparation: Have the participants look a theittOrksheet #18.
Using worksheet #17, instruct them to wr e a relaxatiob
script for two muscle groupings that also incorporates
imagery. Ten them when finished to find a partner, to try
the scripts out and to give feedback to each other.

Process' this exercise by asking some'ofthe willing .

participants to read their script for various muscle groupings.
Invite feedback for the entire experience. /

Activity 3: "Sharing Appreciations Assertively"

Objective: Participants will sure and accept app44iations
with each other from an assertive stance. ,

. ,
Preparation: Briefly and informally, share .with the group that

all too frequently assertivenei is seen only as a means
to giving negative feedback, saying no or standing up for
rights. Assertiveness also includes sharing positive '
feelings and strokes in an open, honest; straight forward
manner.

Ask the participants to move their chairs, etc: out ,

of the way and to mill around the room,, make eye contact
and share positive strokes with others. Instruct the
receivers to accept the assertive strokes without discounting
them, i.e. laughing, explaining, negating, but instead to
say "Thank you."

-23-
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Leader's Summary of Ashivenees Defined- #1

Rationale
., .._

Assertion training is-primarily ccotperrted with-two major inierpersonAV
g ls,:- anxiety reduction and social skill training, Behaviorally-speaking,

individual'who,is assertive can, establish close;,;interpersOnal relation-
ips;" can protect himself from being taken advantage of by others;. can
ke decisions and free choices in life; can."6cognize and acquire more of

--trittP

--his te eraonal heeds; and. can verbally and nonverbally express a wide
rang of feelings and thoughts, both positive and negative. This is to
be accomplished, without experiencing u#duelounts of anxiety or guilt
*dilithout violatingthe .rights and dignit a others -in-thelprocees.
4n addition to reducing,anxiety and guilt to that previously learned
'behaviors can be carried out more effectively, assertion training attempts
to teach new verbal and nonverbal_communicatioa skills that were pre -'
viously lacking in-the individual's repertoire.

One of the.major goals of.assertion.training is to support the indi-
vidual's recognition of himsejl,s an important living being who is .entitled
.to.his thoughts, emotions, and feelings whickneed not be. egotiated away

ty. Although .

yby behav4ral
ery consistent with a human- '!1K
ecognition and4expression
ions, dislikes, and desires-.

1

to others with the resul
assertion training has,b en
therapists, its underlying'
istic orientation. Aeserti
aci an individual'e wants, v

ng loss, of self-respect or dign
discussed anal researched prima
hilosophy.is also
ness involves the
ues,-heeds expect

As such, this not only involves gettingtin better touch with yourself, but
also affects how you. interact with other human 'beings.

.

To begin with; we- believe. that yo4,must-not only know yourself in
terms of likes and dislikes, needs nd desires, strengths add Weaknesses', -
but alio that mus learn' to ,like and feel c mfortable 41th yoursalf.
Before you can pect!to nour4sh others, yoU-m4t first understand and takt
.careof'yOurselfi e most important Oing,in you life iiy2.197only if
you respect and take'care of yourself will you: be able to be of ongoing )

help to
.

.

This is t to say that the attitude "by helping others, you help
yourself" is incorrect. However, `if you constantly live your life oaiy
for your children, Your spouse, or your boss and withoureference to
yourself and our own needs, you will eventuakly begin to ftel bitter and

;resentful. A a result, youmay begin to eVold these people and might
even terminate hese relationships. There is absolutely nothing wrong
with helping others - as long As it does not repeatedly interfere with
your.oWn 'needs, self - respect, 61. dignity. At the very foundation of asser-
ion training and the humanistic philosophy can beifound-a recognition

a

qa



. t:y , .
.of the value 4 huMan wOrch and thA unique nature of each human- being.

Each of_us hat: an individdal value_system aod.the right to believe in
,

. ,: and desire certain things. We may,notalWays get talat we desire, but we
'still haVe the right,to want, especially ,When thesewants do not, interfere
with the safety Or Self-respect of-others.

. .

....)

To expresi:one!to desires and values without iriftinxing.upo4 the
rights of others is ebasic step'fivlearning to be assertive. 'We'can,
conceive e nosociairintaraCt where one persoi sh6uld be the underdog
'or scapegoat for another person.

ill

We gtrongly endorse the equality of all
human beings - the'equalitioftoMentrith'me* of children with adults,
of epployeeewith employers, of cusib*ers.with Nil:linens people, of aged

should' to negotiate away, or lbse his dignity deo pergon.,
We cannot 'conceive of'an interacfibdwTerit one-individual.

i . , .

d'''''---

As Glasser (1965) has thc4cated; there is the 41 to feelvsorthwhile,'
the'needto care jorand love others;)snd the need' to 6° cared for and
loved by others. We, understand that inorder.f6r 'us to have our oWn."
needs filled in a relationship, we must be prepared tqffill thel'reeds of
others adtwell. However, this cai be done'without losing slight of the.
fact

cl

that our Owri.needs and values are also impor ant an should not be,
% II,sacrificein the process. rn assertion 'trainin' we have frequently

_ encountered individuils.Who,do not exercise the opts n of saying "No" or-
"Yes" or '"I want:" Our experience with these individals has_been-that,
although-they are nm ing and giving on.theixteriori insiethey can be
very a ry and r ntfu .--,of the fact.thatthey are waySigiving and seldom
receivin . As a result-,' it`s o ten 4,11ficu4,for

hesend Vidual6 to
elati hshi4 At Other so le-. .

ize, feel comfo ta.le:with,
e s,---then it is much easier tend

more enj4able for him to respond to the needs -and valfftesi of others.) He
can then truly give mots. of.himselffand feel better.iri.ttie process of \/
nourishing others. For those ,,p'tdivlduals who are basically assertive,
taking care of oneself'and the nourishing of others oekur-simultaneouslY.:
However for.those who have not ;learned to love and respe4t themselves,
this is first order of business.

,--, ..., P.

Occasions for assertive behrividi-,

Reducing inter-Personal gnxiety, promoting more open and successful
communication, expressing positive feelings of love and appreciation,...

renhancing feeIrdgof-self-respect and dignity in cantrontations with
others - these e some of the situations where assertiNte.behaviorn are,
appropriate, ther it involves meeting and establishing a, lationship i

with someone you do not know very well, expressing an annOyanc to a good
friend, or disarming anger and sorting issues with wlelloNi'emp ee, we
believe that an individual who is assertive will be able to handle the-

Of'iltaajlieve a lastinand meaningtu
./ ''''Vre'lhe individual is, able to

and saasfy some of his ownVersonal
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,

.

)4
wnituntion more succesafully, /t is recognized that the asser'tiye individi'

.

may not, be successful or satisfy his needs in every situation that he acts-
'assertively,--4 even that he w111 respond assertivelY.on4each and-every
ompcasion that he as the opportunity to do so. HoWeyer, by knowing how ,tO
redpond'assnrtive y and ly Choosing to do's° in ceriain-nituations, the
tm(ividuals will be able eo'satisfy mOia of his needs than bymaking no _ .
respond or responding in a nonassertive or aggressive manner.

In some situatAr(, the individual may know. how to respond issertivelk
and deliberately chi:M13e not to ckso if he feelEvthat.the consequences
of his assertiveness will be ,too vunftime. For example, an individuaL
may.not ask his bosa for a aise if hefeels thatthisirequeat will more.

i

than:likelyresat in. he 1 ss Sf'his job which he needs'to keep at this
time On*the othechand,,A i4.may ChooSe-to take the risk of losing a jo
dissolving a marriage., or a ienating:a'friend 11he feels that to maintain
the relationdhip will regultin self - respect' cm

- i

dignity. ConseqvIry, the individual mus '''nbt onlyiknoW/how to apply ".
assertive behavid nreal-Atfe situatiOis, he Most beNible to evalnate-

.4,
the situation and discriminate'as to when;assertive0ShaviOrs will-yield
punitive consequences* as well as benefits. :,

The Nonassertive-Person

The nonassertive person, because of 'high levels of a iety,
or deficiencies in social skills, tends;to bottle up emotionsiranging
from warmth to anger. As a result, this individual may experienqe difficulty
in being able to do things,puch as ask for some need to be satisfied (e.g.,
"I want to make love tonight"); nocialige 41emfortably with other people
Wt work 'or at'aTar y; speak up in A discussion and voice an - opinion.;

express feelings' or thoughts, positive or negative, to a friend,' spouse,
relative, or sequel:It ance; return some merchandise to a stgre;, accept a
compliments without refuting'or demeaning the dompliment;'and so on. In
addittion nonassertive individuals 'are often "victimized" by'others in the
sense that they ckinot do thine; such as say "No" to an unreasonable request
by 'someone else. e.g., Say "1$o to'a friend who wants toborrow a highly,
valued car; say "No" to a pushy-salesperson.; refuse'tp watch a neighbor's
kids when not really Wanting to do this). They may also be unable to'
verballysprotect themselves when someone is critidizing,them or screaming
at them unfairly., Nonassertive individualsiduals tend to'be overly apologetic,
saying, "I'm sorry" a good deal Of the time-when they do not actually mean

-it. As a result, nonassertive ind*tduals are often depressed, have a
poor self-4bncept, and sqe themselves as being at the mercy of the'world
around them.

ti

'The Aggressive Person

At, the other end of the nonassertiveies?ertivelaggressive continuum,
- .there are the aggressive individuals who do get mote of their needs met,



but.often at the expense of someone else's dignity or self-respect. The
aggressive person_ is someone,who may explode at the slightest provocation
and_may be prone to physical fighting when angry or frustrated. The
Aggressive individual may also embarrass and put down others by name-
calling of using obscenitiek when his needs are not being met. For example,
at a restauant the aggressive individual may scream at the waitress when
the food is not served to his liking, whereas the nonassertive individual
would be more likely to rationalize the situation; eat the food and say

.

nothing. The aggressive person dominates most conversations without letting
others talk:And continues to "attack" and criticize people even'after they

ve tried 'to back away from the situation.

/Aggressive individuals, like their nonassertive counterparts, may ex-
perience concern over their poor relationships with others. These'people,
too, may be experiencing high anxiety, guilt, or deficiencies in social
skills. They may even be nonassertive in many situations, often hiding
their feelings. However, when a number.Of these nonassertive experiences
accumulate, they tend to lose control and explode at the next unsuspecting
person who in any way angers or frustrates ,them. Whereas the nonassertive
,individual is frequently "victimized" by others and, Consequently, may
tend to avoid others, the aggressive individual is avoided by others
,who cannot predict or tolerate this behavior.

The end result is the same in the sense that both ends.of the nonassertive/
assertive/aggresslve continuum leave the individual with few meaningful
relationships. One of the basic goals then of assertion training i to -

help the individual find the middle groupd between nonassertion and aggression
where he can relate more effectively and successfully with other human
heinge, can be more responsive to others, and, at the same time, can acquire
more personal needs and preserve feelings of self-worth.

41
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Le ummary on Creating feelings #2

ActTVity, action, agent

BH. Belief about the activity, action, agent

C 1- Consequences of behavior and belief

RationalEmotive Therapy is based upon the..belief.that emotional

disturbances are produced by our illogital or false beliefs about how

we shotild behave in the social world. These false beliefs are incul

cated within us as a result' of our,'Ability to symbolically (linguist
tti

,..ically) introject our parent,1 e'attitudes and identify ourselves with

them, as well as to..introject the attitudes about how we should behave

ftin thoseignificant others in our social environment.

Ellis believes there are two classes of emotive reactions which

we experience. The first class of emotive reactions ate what Ellis

calls feelings. These are essentially reactions to physical sensations

which are experienced "as either pleasant or painful reactions. Good

examples of these kinds of reactions are: burning ones hand on a

stove, which produces a painful reaction, or drinking a cool glass of

iced tea after a strenuous game of tennis, which produces a pleasui

reaction. The second class of emotive reactions are what Ellis terms

Emotions are chatacterized by sustained thought aboutas emotions.

tin action. Much of what we call emotions are nothing more than a

certain kind of bruised, prejudicial, or strongly evaluative kind of

thought about some event which directly or indirecOY effects us.
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Achieving controlof our emotions can be:accompliO*4 by rigorously

Challenging our internalized sentences and replacing*Om with more 1pgical

ones. This entails changing our irrational belief structure and teplaCiNe

it with a more rational and relatively impersonalized belief structure.

One way of starting to control our emotion; is to recognize the

twelve- irrational beliefs which'usually lead to WAf-inhibiting and self,

limitina behavior. Once these irrational beliefs are recognized they

can be vigorously challenged with their logical equivalents.

Ellis contends that each of these twelve irrational beliefs is'"'

founded'upon a definitional assumption and each one of them has'no

basis in empirical fact or common sense. Adherence to these beliefs

in almoSt all-cases is at the bottom of a persOn's irrational self-talk,

which actually produces the_emotional disturbances'that are holding

individuals back froM achieving adequate adjusIpedts to themselves and

The Dozen Irrational Beliefs

Which Create and Maintain SustAnedEmotional DWunction'

51 .
The belief' that it is .an absolute necessity for any human being lto
be loved or approved by virtually every significant other person in
the community. ,

The belief that one should be thoroughly Competent, adequate, and
achieving ip all possible respect if one is tO'consider oneself
worthwhile. .

. The belief that cert 11.0eopie are bad, wicked, villainous and that
they should be sever y blamed, 41-id punished foOtheir villainy.

.

t



4. The belik that it is aWful.and catastrophic when thipgs are not
the way one would very much like them to be.

S. The belief that human unhappineas is externally caused Ond that, people
have little or no ability to control their sorrows andidisturbances.

6. The belief that if something is or may be dangaods,or fearsome one
should be terribly concerned about it and should keep dwelling on
the possibility Ofits occurring

. The belief that it is easier to avoid than face certain life
difficulties and responsibilities. -

8. The belief that one should he dependent,orrothers and needs someone
stronger than oneself on whoth to: rely.-

The belief that one's past history is an. all-impottant determiner
of oners'present behavior and that because something once-strongly. ,

affected one's it should indefinitely have a similiar effect.

4
10. The belief that one should become quite upset over other people's

problems, and disturbances.

11. The belief that there is invariably a right, precise, and perfect
solution to human problems and that it is catastrophic if this
perfect' solution is _not found.,

12. The belief that human happinesscan'be achieved by inertia and
inaction.

Rational views on the twelve irrational beliefs are as follows:

1. It would be more advisable and productive for'human beings to
concentrate on self-respect, or winning approval for practical
purposes, and on loving instead of being loved.

2. It is better for human beings to strive to do well for their Own sake
rather than always trying to do better than someone else. It is better
to enjoy the activity and to learn from it rather than engaging in it
with the hopes that the results will be perfect.

3. Certain acts are socially inappropriate or downright anti-social,
and those indiVidualsigho perform these acts are behaving out of
ignorance or are just stupid. Itis better to help them to change
their misguided view of life or teach them the proper soci4lhehavior
than to severly blame or punish them:

- 30 -
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4. It is unfortunate that life's circumstances are often not as'we
would 40.ke them to be, and it would be advisable to change or
control/ conditions so they become more satipfactory. If thli

changes Or Controls are not possible it is better to temporarily
Accept their existe4ce.

5. Human unhappiness is caused by the way in which we perceive and
judge external conditions, not by the external conditions them-
selves. People make themselves unhappy by their illogical:Jor
irrational beliefs about externalvevents. f

It would be. better for humans to face the. dangerous situation or
feared object or situation and render it non-dangerous. When this
is not possible one shoilld accept the inevitable situation and
cope with it the bestds possible..

.,-.

All human beings must come to grips sooner or-later With the tasks
and responsibilities of life. The earlier one faces and deals with
the tass of life the more experience one has with solving life's
diffic ties and the easier.it is to accept responsibility for

f'
yourSelf.

/ .

8 It is much better to act and think independently for only you are
responsible for what you do in life. Essentially the more dependent
upon others you are the more .depender 'iou 'become.-

A f

9. One can learri from past experiences, wit]. riot being overly attached
to or'prejudiced by them. f.,

,.
,

10 It is much better to help anottiet person deal with his problems.
It serves no prictical purposes to become upset yourself for these
are not your problems and what good does becoming upset or disturbed;
do for the person with problems.

)

U. There is no such thing as only one tight and peOect solution to
any problem. There are any number of possible solutions,,one
may be better than another under given circumstances. It is .

better to try a number of possible solutions and see which one
works best.

12. Humans tend to be happiest when they a,e virtually absorbed in
creative pursuits, or when they are devoting themselves to people
Or projects outside themselves.

- 31 -
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Emotion then does not appear to exist in its own right, as a
r.

.

specialland almost mystical- entity.' Emotions and thinking are intimately

interrelated and form one procesd and are more accurately described

f

as feeling-thoughts.

Human emoting has 3'major origins or pathways and these are:

Feelings 1." Through sensor-motor. pathways.

Feelifigs 2. Through biophysical stimulation medicated through the
tissues of the central and autonomic nervous systems.

Emotions 3. Through the cognitive processes.

The major focus of Rational-EmotiVe Therapy is upon the second,

class of emotive reactions, those 'Of sustained emotions. Sustained

emotions arq produced by our attitudes and belief about life which are

linguistically inculcated within us. Thinking and emoting accompany

?

each other in a tautalltical manner. This is because human beings are

reared in soci, organizations in which language is the main way'in

which they ciftmunicate their state of physical and emotional well being

with themselves And others., This' is especially true when we experience

sustained emotion. Many of our emotions take the form of self-talk,or

. internalized sentences 'of an evaluative nature, (We make a cognitive

II

appraisal or judgewant). This self-talk frequently becomes our emotions.

A great deal of what we call emotions are essentially an appraisal

or cogniti. ,invent that is strongly slanted or biased by our pre-

vious perceptions and'experiences that are highly personalized and are

often accompanied by gross psychophysiological body reactions, and that

- 32 --
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are likely to induce us into taking some type of action in either a

positive or negative direction. The intensity and direction tlat we

take ie_determined by the kind of self-talk we employ. That is, we

usually employ either logical or illogical self-talk. The self-talk

is based upon the kinds of assumptions or beliefs we have about our

conditions in the world and,hoW the world should behave in relation

to us.

EmStional disturbances are created and Maintained as the result

of false or. illogical beliefs about an individual's status in life or

about the' individuals relationship with the external social world.

These illogical beliefs are developed through.early conditioning in'

Emotional Disturbances

life, introjected attitudes and beliefs (verbal indoctrination) and

by autosuggestion.

People with emotional dysfunctions create and maintain thekr

disturbance by autosuggestion. They reindoctrinate themgelvep intheir

false assum ions about their lack of self-worth by their illogical self-

talk. They linguistically hood-wink themselves by developing defined

fears and continuation of their illogicaf beliefs about life.

The defined fears and sentiments are linguistically abstracted rules

about what is the proper way of behaving. in society or "real social

truth" which s ba(ed upon false assumptions, which are.not connected

to physical o social reality.

- 33-



The emotionally disturbed individual creates his dysfunctional-
-4'

emotional responses by his illogical attitudes about the human condition
H ,

through his self -talk and defined needs. The disturbed individual's

,self-talking abilities permit him to-forget his real needs, or necessities

fOr human suiiival; these apeinvdriably of A physical or sensory nature.

They consist of such demands as the need'for sufficient food, fluids,

shelter, health, and freedom from physical pain.

Self-talking permits the emotionally disturbed person to illegit-

imately translate his psychOlogicial desires like the desire for love,
(74.

approval, success, and leisure into definitional needs. Then once the

disturbed individual has defined his desires as his needs, ancraccepted

the false definitions of his Parents or peer group his elf-talking

4
abilities beautifully enable him to continue to defi his desires in

this nonsensical manner even though there is no supporting evidende to

back these definitions.

Sustained negative emotions are invaribly the r lt of stupidity,

ignorance, Dr disturbances (biophysical imbalances in the bra{

somatic tissues). Rarely are a persons sustained4egative

brought about by an external event. Emotional disturbances, i L the

most part, generally arise from the individuals conscious. for unconscious

self-talk about some antecedent event. Thus, it is the false belief

or personal#ed biase about the antecedent event or opject whic1h creates

and maintains the sustained emotional disturbance.

- 34-
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Leader's Summary on Assertive Training foriI Young'People#3

,Pam is upset because a popular girl in her clasa teases her and
intimidates her into giving up candy and treats that Pam wants for
herself. Curt is painfully shy, unable even to ask his teacher questions'
about assignments or tests. Fred appears to be a meek and quiet child-,
but occasfoRally he will fly into a rage over a seeming' small incident',
such as a classmate accidentally knocking over a book onj is desk.. Jill
iS afraid to'give book reports in front of her class be use she worries
that

:hat olher udents will laugh at her. As a result, "forgets" to do
her reports.

,i

What do thise children havein common?ibAll have tr:uble construct-
ively confronting other people. All have ifficulty,expressing what
they need or want in an appropriate manner nd, as a14\.,

result, feel help-
less or frustrated in many situations. .

7 . .

Assertiveness training seem41 to be a poteutially'affective strategy
for meeting the need of these children. Although, to my knowledge,
assertiveness.trai ng had not.previously 14Sn ar,.apted for use with elem-
entary or junior h 11 school children, assertive - training programs have
produced impressive positive behavior changes _in adults. Assertive train-
ing has Oelped men and women 'Obtain more satisfaction in their personal
and. professional lives (JakubOwski,in press a)._ Marriage partners have
been trained to use assertion techniques to improve communication and help
solve prOblems (Fensterheim 1972). Aiaertivenesertraining has helped '1'?'

individuals learn to express anger spir riately-(Rimmetwal. 1974), mod-a,
ify self- destructive passive or submissi behavior (Katz l9' ),.refuse
unreasonable' requests .(McFall & Twentyman 1973), take initiative, end
exptess feelings and desires clearly and directly (Rathus 1473). /

Whether young people, particularly those as young as fifth and
sixth graders, could understand the vocabulary, concepts, and value system
of:assertive training remained to be seen« Whether young people would be
able.to practice assertive rather than aggressive behavior after exposure
to an assertive-training prograM was. nother important issue. These were
empirical questions that could only,b resolved by teachirW assertive -.
training techniques to children.

This article will first describe the rationale, specific objectives,
and sessions of a course in assertive training developed for young people
from approximately 11 to 14 years of age. The responses of fifth- and
sixth-grade students to the program, cautions for potential leaders of
assertive training, and uses for counselors will then be summarized.



.RATIONALE
.,

Accor,9ing to Jakubowskimppector, assertive behvior is interpersonal,
. .

behavior "in which a person stands up for her legitimate rights in such a
way that e rights of another are not Violated" (1973, p. 2). It is dis-_

rtinguishe both from nonassertive behavior, in which people ignore their
rights or allow others to violate th0r rights, and from aggressive.be- .

havior,- in which people fulfill their own needs in a way that is destruct-,
ive 'to others. When people act assertively, they state what they want

'clearly and unambiguously but can also have empathy for others.

Certain features of assertive training make it attractive as a potential
counseling method for young people. Its emphasis on skills rather than
psychodynamic analysis; its potential applicability,.to many, not just prob/
lem, students; and its similarity to values and .decision-making,Kograma

i

place assertive training within a deliberate psychological education
framework (Mosher & Sprinthall 1971)'.that would'be arroptiate,and useful
forelementary school students.

Skills taught in assertive training have particular relevance for
students approaching adolescence, t is stage of de-velopment, peer in-
fluence waxes as adult influence a d authority wane. children with low
s4f-esteem may easily be led by '`p ers to act against their consciences
Threats of "I won't be your friend if you don't" and "C'mon, don't be
sissy" are powerful factors in the behaviorof such children Ass rti
;:aining could help children formulate appropriate responses to such

sure tactics by peers. Assertive training might also help young
people learn to confront adults, especially'..teachers and parents, in ways
that are neither, hostile nor submissive. Skills in assertion might be
useful in promoting constructive dialogues between young people and adults.

Assertive training also agrees with the democratic values taught to
ntermediate and junior high school children. It provides both a frame
of reference for understanding democratic values on an iiriterpersonal
level and a set of skills that enables individuals to act. on 'these
values. The potential usefulness of assertive training for education in
democratic living assumes special importance in the light of disturbing
research studies that-show that the great majority of adult males do
nothing to defend themselves when significant rights are violated (Moriarty
1975) or can easily be persuaded to violate the rights of others (Milgram- 1963).

Some proponents of assertive training (Alberti & Emmons 1974) have
suggested that assertive training promotes positive self-concepts among
adult participants. It seemed reasonable to belieVe that a well-constructed
program in assertive training might have positive effects on the self-
concepts of children in elementary and junior high school.

STEPS

The specific objectives of the curriculum were adapted from Jakubowski-
Spector's An Introduction to Assertive Training Procedures for Women (1973).
These objectives are:

r- 36/:
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1. For students to
.,..__sggnessive, and

2. For'students to
interpersonal s

1. For students to
use to prevent

4. Forfstudents to
blocks;

4

be able to disciltinate between nonassertive,
t,

assertive behaVi§r;
become aware of their:rights in a variety of
ituations relevantto young people;
be able to identify the emotional blocks they
them from acting assertively;
learn skillsthai enable tfteto reduce these

5. Hpr students to develo assertive behaviors through behavior(
rehearsal (a special orm of role playing).

PREPARING FOR THE SESSIONS

The training MaLcrials, which presently inc1udg a leader's manual
and student handouts, were prepared ^fl the assmint on that a counselor, or'
teacher 'would be al 1 ,1 ,,proximately 30 minutes
twice a week for 5 k a toy. iu sesbi I held indiVidual
or, sroup teryiews with potential group members before the training.
At this time explained the purpose, of the group (to help people /earn-
to get what 'OeY want in ways that won't hurt them or others) and helped°
interested, individuals focus on appropriate goals. It would also be
helpful for the leader to contact parents 4 group members to explain the
purpose of thp group and describe skillb that students will be learning.

CONTENT OF SESSIONS

The assertive-training curriculum fOr young people is tentaipely
titled "You have right! Others have rights!" In devising the mar

--)

"eilals,
I selected Vocabulary and techniques that would be-Olear'an interesting
to children. To supplerrient the cumbersome terms "nonassertive" and
"ag ssive;" I introdUced the words "doormat" and." ully." Many activities
wer presented in carton oegame form.

.

What.follows is a description of topics and ac ivities fOr the 10
ixth -grade boys

and girls. The structure of the sessions should by nb means be considered
the final form. In particular, the concept of rights must be further
developed. I hope, hovever, tha5/6ounselors may find the session summaries
valuable in developing their own assertive-training programs.

sessions as they, were actually taught to fifth- and

M.



Session 1

.
,;

jStudents made listof various ways that people get what they wants
asking, 'hinting, temper tantrums, flirting, and so on. Three cartoon stick
figures--ope assertiVe,.,one a bully, and one a 40ocmat--were4then intro-
duced to help students learn,,to distinguish beten assertive, aggressive,
and non-assertive behavior. Each method of getting what one wanted listed
earlier was then classified according to which cartoon figure would be, most
likely to use it.

Session 2 .)

Students shared times in their own lives when they had been assertive,
aggressive, or nonassertive and took turns stating situations in which they 1

would like to have been r to be more assertive. Students began practtcing
assertive.behavior in ro e-playing situations of their choice. -r

Section'c
I

.,...,

In this session students learned that "Your body cantell,yod if ,

you are being assertive." Each student was asked to react nonassertively
to the leader's' request, "Can I borrow your bike?" Students discussed ,.. ehr
their posture,afeelings, tone of Voice, and degree of eye contact. Studen
then responded aggres6ively to the.same.request, and a sidltar discuSbion ..
followed. Finally, each student reacted assertively to the leadirjt-repiuest,
by saying "No" in a firm voice and maintaining eye contact. StUdents were,
given the opportunity to practice the assertive response until they felt
comfortable WI'th-it.- They then discussed body and feeling responses to

-; ,

behaving,:assertiv

.,,,Sessions 4,5,6

These three sessions were designed to help students explore blocks to
assertive behaior and ways of reducing these blocks, In SesSion 4, children
fille4 in cared- on balloons with "scarifying thoughts" that keep them from

. being assertive. Typical responses for the situation in which a friend
asked for a Student's'Ace-cream were: "She,won't.be my friend if I don't
ve it to her" and 'She'll beat me up if'I don't give it to her," The
uthor then used techniques of questioning similar to ttoae used in rational-

eMotive therapy to help students evaluate to what extent their feaw, were
realistic (Ellis 1975).

In the next session, students practiced replacing eir "scarifying
thoughts" with "encouraging thoughts." In the situatio ipentioned in
Session 4, students were able to think of such encouraging thoughts as
"She may be mad today, but she'll forget about it, tomorrow." Students
practiced finding "encouraging thoughts" in ox1ek situations in which
they wanted to be assertive. The situations were then acted.

In Session 6, students read and discussed a story that allowed them
to explore the influence of traditional male and female upbringing on
assertive behavior.

Stl
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Session 7

In past, sessions.aseertive behavior was seen mainly as a metho f
expressing wants or'setting limaton others. In this session assertion
was redefined to iliclude expressingpOsfilve feelings about another person.
Students then praoriced'assert g positive feelings through a "strengths

rbombardment." Each sttolent in iurn was "boMbarded" with positive feed-
back and required to write down or state orally the strength others had

rthentioned. ,
IV

Session 8

Students learned to distinguish between iiirict_shd indirect commyn7
.

.

-..

ication and to practice direct communication.' For example, students were -'

given a situation in which a hat blocked a student's view of a movie and
the stu ent said loudly, "Honestly, some people are so inconsiderate.",
Student labeled this statement indirectrandireplaced it with Ole more

happrOpr ate request, "Could you'please take off you hat. I can't see."

SesSion.9

N 1
A

The theme of this session was "An assertive Person shows.understanaing
loyotherg." Students_ practiced guessing the feelings of a person they
:Were-confronting and making a orkable compromise that prekerved everyone's
integrity. One ayhation acted-out ih this session consisted of a conflict

Ybetween a person who wanted to watch horror movies and another person who
got nightmares frog them. Through the role playing, students found an,
activity acceptable to both.

SeAsion 10

/Students evaluated their progress, pointed out positive changes in
others, and gave me feedback on the training materials.

141.
$

STUDENT RESPONSES AND BEHAVIOR CHANGES

I used the assertive-training materials with three small kioups of
four students each: a group of fifth-grade girls, a group of sixth-grade
boys, and a sixth-grade group of two boys and twp girls. All the groups
were chosen through a cbmbination of self-2referral, teacher referral, -----
and counselor invitation.

Nojormal kinds of evaluation procedures were used to assess the
effects of the training procedures on students in the groups. To what- ----t-

extent, if any, the assertive-training materials for young people increase
assertive behaviors remains an empiriclkil qu%ption that must still be 4
answered. D pite my initial misgivings, Arid tbservl that almost all
students see tograsptheconceptsandvaluesysteffofassertive

e
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t aining, and info:were able to apply the terms' assertive, aggressive,
and nonagglaive correctly by.the end of the group. All i3tudeapkihared" .

poaitive fe ings abCint the groups, especial Y students inthe'aingle-,ex
groups, who expresSed--their enthusiasm often in brief critiqugs at the
end of each.session and in'the final session. \

In general, self-reports and teacher. and stlor observations
suggest that assertive training led to positiv hayor changes in a
number of participants.

.

/
. /

..,

Sixth-Grade Boys Group
li- ( S

/ r

This group was composed'of two-_ target students coneidetecVektireasive
ly their teacher and themselves and iw teacher- chosen models. The two

.1 aggressive boys behaved well, o the time but were subject to extreme
outbursts of temper, often overismall,incidents.. At the end of the
training, Fred-reported that he was now able to talk things over"with
someone rather thaust-angry. is. teacher's perceptions supported Fred's
ifelf-evalliation. teacher. eported'that Fred's temper outbursts in
the classroom had virtually c seed. b.

1
.

. ...., _...
'

)
/ Dan, the other target student, felt that he still,l lost his temper too

much but felt,freei to talk with,friends about things that bothered him,.
Dan's teacher noticed no behavior changes in D n but had discovered that
an Impendift divorce in Dan,'S family may have en contributing to his
problems. Dan's case serves to' remind uathat aggression may be a

: symptom of problems that cannot always be dealt with in atserti e-
training groups. C rrqct diagnosis of a student's problem is issential'
(see Cautionp).

Fifth-Grade Girls'Group

A All the girls in this group chose to participate b cause they'saW
themselves,as nonaggressive, often victims of the whim of others with
anecdotes About 'successful assertive behavior recently attempted. At
the,end of the training, all reported an increased ability to say "No"
to unrptSbnable requests. The leader noticed that they were able to
use firm voices and maintain eye contact in role playing at the end

the training. This group was the most enthusiastic of all'groups;
setreral girls brought in self-created cartoon situations fOr other group
member's to fill in, one girl created a board game on assertion, and.the

- group organized a party for the:final session.



""' Mixed-Sex Sixth-Grade Group

It is interesting that'this group seemed to make the least progress
Of.all the groups. 'Participants often seemed reluctant to share their
feelings and experiences in front of others., The grdUp process was. " -,
punctuated by.gigglee or:embarrassed silences. AlthOugh all participants
stated that they enjoyed the group and found it valuable, the group menr
bets did not often report succesjp& instances of assertive behavior to
the group. It maybe that I should have,sCreened applicants to this
group more carefully, or perhaps it is generally more difficult to teach
assertive behavioi in mixed groups (Jakubowaki in press b).

CAUTIONS

.Alberti and Emmons (1974) warn that leaders of assertive-training'
groups must,be able to recognize when an individual might benefit from
assertive training and when other types.of intervention might be more
appropriate. Leaders should have training in group dynamics, behavior
therapY, andlin the use,of such -important components of the assertive-
training process as behavior rehearsal. \Counselors who would like to,
use assertive'training in their sihools should assess their own ability

. to berassertive.in interpersonal relatoions.'-Courses in asertive train-
ing' might help eounieldis improve their own ikifs as well as familiarize
them with the trainineproceduree.. Counselors are referred to Lange and

* lizthibeleeki (1976> for a thorough discussiOn of these procedures. 'oi

SUMMARY

\ .4jhe tentative results from the groups described in
A-

this article
indicate that assertive training, if presented by an experieeted leader,
might help, intermediate and junior high'school students deal with a
variety of problems related to lack of assertion skills, lbyhess, un-
controllable temper, lack-of initiative, boredom,,difficuyy,with,ceas-'
ins,, difficulty in saying "No" - counselors can--asses to What extent
tgese problems are related to poor, assertion skills and use assertive
training in individual counseling or in groups to deal with these problems.
Counselors,

1
he also consider using assertive training to help students

come to ter with changin&Sex roles and to aid students in developing
dediglbhMAici'Og skills.

In eummary, a, potentially valuable task for counselors would be to
,

examine and research assertive training as'a' method fir helping young
people within a 'preventive framework.

/
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Leader Summary on Relaxation, Training for Children #4 -

Children experience some degree oitensioniat one time or another
in the elementary grades. -This tension can range from an Ihtptight"
feeling right before an unprepared for oral book report to a generalized'''-
tension and worry throughout the day. Some children experience dis-
comfort during specific subject matter periods, others when'beginning
a newtask, while others become iipiet after a correction from the
teacher. Pressure to'Succeed, to always be rights tp be liked, to have
approval, or to cope with 'family problems call produce tension in .a child.

Relaxation exercises designed - especially for children can help them
to become aware of the feelings of body tension and provide skills to_ ,

reduce it. Children can be taught' how to reduce their muscle tension,
and-this seems to'reduce anxiety as well. ,There was one boy whose arms
and lege-seemed.like perpetual motion machines', yet he showed no aware=
lnees: of this manifest tension. He mentioned that his parents were con-
sidering "putting me on some kind of pills to help me peg' attention
better." Though he denied, any feelings of tension, he aifteed tb try a
fewirelaxation exercises.He worked hard oh the exercises 'but said he
4didlOi feel .any different-afterward. Five minutes later his puzzled
expression became a grin as he said, "It worked!"

Relaxation training can tag place during individual or groUp
counseling sessions, in physical'education classes, or in ,a regular .

claseroom setting. Once children develop the skills, they can relax
without instructions from a trainer and thereby implement a higher degree
of self control. If successful mastery ofacadeMic tasks, then peihaps
a case &mid be made for improved self-concept as well.

In training children-to relax various muscle groups, it is not
necessary that they be able to identify and locate them. 'The useOf
the child's fantasy can -be incorporated into the instructiohs in such
a manner that the appropriate, muscle groups will automatically be used.
Some precedent for the' use of fantaiy in a similar context was set by
Lazarus and Abramovitz (1962). The use of fantasy also serves to attract
and maintain a child'sA.nterest.. One child, told his counselor that'the *

exercises stopped the butterflies-lin his `stomach. The butterfly imagery
expressed a real feeling for him; it has been replaced by the feelings
connoted by a laxy cat.

It has been noted that although children will.agree that they want
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to learn how\.to relax, they don'tivirit to practice their newly acquired
skills under the watchful eyes of their classmates. Fortunately,'
several muscle groups can be relaxed without'mqch gross motor activity,
and practice can go unnoticed. It pleases some children to perform
these' exercises in cliiss and relay themselves without draw lag the attentio/
of those around them. It seemed important to one little'girl that the /
exercises be "our'secret" that "we, won't tell the'oth6r kidser The
effects of this type of training can extend beyond-the'classroom. A-
'fourth-grade boy said that he used .the exercises -to help him get to
sleep at night.

.
Below is a relaxation script designed for and used successfully

with children in the intermediate grades. This script is similar in
design to those used with adults (Carkhuff 1969; Lazarus 1971) but is
intended to be more appealing to children. It is likely that the script
is equally appropriate. for children in the primary grades. Counselors
are,enc?uraged to experiment with it and to revise and'extend it to include
specific interests of children and incorporates other muscle groups.
Eight muscle groups are included here. Other exercises can,be developed
o work with the upper thighs, upver arms, and different muscles around
the face and neck as well as till firing muscles in the feet and ex-
tending muscles in the'hands, :1

E.c

.

4

In working 'with this script it is recommended that no more than
fifteen minutes'be devoted to the exercises at any onOtime. jn'the
initial training, sessions the Children are' learning 4110)-ncept and
Aew material. Two or three sflort sessions per week Wdlalp to establish ,
these anew behaviors. Aside from theoretical consid rations, it isAdst°
too hard for some children to keep their eyes closed 'for more than
'fifteen minutes. Later sessions serve more to maintain the skills and
provide a foundation for work in other areas. This type session can
follow a weekly pattern with ten or fifteen minutes devoted to relaxation,
and the remainder fo the 'time can be spent on other things.

It should be noted that many of the instructions should be repeated
many more times thanrare indicated in the scripC/Und that such repetitiqns
have been intentionally deleted. Each child or group of children is
unique. Timing and pacing must follow the individual pattern created
in the specific situatioh. One word of caution requires consideration:
Children tend to,, "get into" this type of experience as much or more than
adults, and they are likely to be a bit dis riented if the session ends
abruptly. Preparing children to leave the r axed state is just as
important as proper introduction and timing.
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A Relaxation Training 'Script'

Introduction

Today wZ're going todo some special kinds of exercises caller-
"relaxapion exercises." These exereises help you learn how to relax
when you're feeling uptight and help youet rid,of those'butterflies-
is-your-stomach kinds of feelings. They're also kind of neat,.beca
you can do some of them in the classroom without anybody noticing.

In order'for you to get the best feelings from these exercises,
these are some rules you must follow First, you must do exactly what
I say, eveg if it seems kind of silly. ' Second; you must try hard to do
what I say( Third, you must pay attention to y body. Throughoutir

these 'exercises, pay attention to how' your muscls fepl when they are
tight and When they sire loose and relaxed. And, fourih, you must practice&
The more you practice, the more relaxed you can get. Does anyone have

-any questions? ' '

-1 '

-I.

,Are you ready to begin? Okay. First, get as comfortable s you

.) can in your &Altair. Sit back, get both lieet on the floor, and jus et
your arms hang loose. That's fine. Now close your eyes and don't rp
:them'until I pay to. Remember to follow my instructions very carefully,q

----.-try hard, and pay attention to yotir body. Here we go.
5'

Hands and Arms

Pretend you have a whole lemon,in your left hnd. Now squeeze it
hard. Try to squeeze all the juice out. Feel the tightness in your,
hand and arm as you squeeZe. Now drop the.lemon. 'Notiee how your muscles'
feel when they are relaxed. Take another. lion and squegze it. Try to,
squeeze this one harder than you did the firmt one. Tha't!s right. Real
hard. Now drop your lemon and relax. See 44 much better your hand .and

' Arm feel When they. are relaxed. Once again, take a lemqn in your left
hand and squeeze all the juice out. Don't leave a single drop. Squeeze.
hard. Good. Now relax and let the lemon fall from your hand. (Repeat
the process for the right hand and arm.)

Arms and Shoulders

Pretend you are a furry, lazy cat. You want to stretch. Stretch
your arms outin frontAof you. Raise them up high over your head. .fay

back. Feel the pull in your shoulders. Stretch higher. Now just let
your arms drop back to your side. Okay, kittens, let's stretch again.
Stretch your arms out in front of you. Raise them over your head. Pull
them back, way back. Pull hard. Now let them drop quickly. Good. Notice
how your shoulders feel more relaxed. This time let's have a great big

4



I
stretch. Try to touch the cei144. Stretch your arms war out in front
of you.' Raise them way up high over your head. Push them way, way back.
Notice till' tension and,pull in your arms and shoulders. Hold tight, now.
Great. tit them drop very quickly and feet how good it is, to be relaxed.
Ii feels good and warm and lazy.

Shoulder and ,,deck

Now pretend you area turtle. You're sifting, out on a rock by a nice,
peaceful pond, just relaxing in the warm sun. It fiels Rice and warm and
safe here. Oh-oh! You sense danger. Pull your head into your tiause.
Try to pull your shoulders up to your ears and push your head down into

J your shoulders. Hold in tight. It isn't'easy to, be a turtle in a shell.
The danger is past now. You can come out into the warm sunshine, and,
once again, you can relax and feel the warm sunshine. -Watch out now!
More danger. Hurry, pull your head back into your-house and hold it
tight. You have to be closed in' tight to protect yourself. ,Okay, you
an relax now. Bri your head out.and let.your-shoulders relax. Notice

how much better it eels to'be relaxed thanto be ,44 tight. One more
time, now. Danger!,4 Pull your-Wad in. Push your dhoulders way up to
your ears and hold tight. Dont lit even a tiny iece of your head
show outside your shell. sklold it. Feel the tenseness in your neck

and shoulders.") ,Okay. You can come out now It's safe again. Relax and,

feel comfortable in your safety. There's no more danger. 'Nothing to

worry about. Nothing tb be afraid of. You feel good.

a

m*

Yon have-.a; il-4nt jawbreaker bubble gum inyour mouth. It's very hard

to qiew. Bite down,on it Bard!.` InItyour'neck Muscles help you Now re=

laX.2.Just let bur jaw hang loose. Notice hot.: good it feels just to let

you -!-ipw'drop. Okay, let's tackle that jawbreaker again now. Bite down.

Mar I Try to squeeze it out between your-teeth. at's good. You're

real y tearing that gum up. Now relax again. Ju let your jaw drop o

.your face. feels so good just to'let go and not have to fight that

bubble gum. Oka', sne moretime. 'We're really going to tear it up th
times ,Bfte down. Han ou can. arder. Oh, you're really worki

hard! Good Now' relax. Try;7to relax our whole body. You've beate
f.

the bubble gum. Let yourself go as lo e as

Jaw

Face and Nose

You can.

Here comes a pesky old fly. He has landed on your nose. Try to

get him off without us g your hands. That's right,yrinkle up your nose.

Make as many wrinkles n your nose as you can. Scrunch your nose up real

hard. Good.. You've hased him away. Now you can relax your nose. Ooops,

here he comes back again. Right back in the middle of your nose. Wrinkle

up_your nose again. Shoo him off,. Wrinkle it up hard. ''1Hold it just as
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tight as you can. Okay, he flew away. You can relax your Lace. Notice
that when you sciunch up your note that your cheeks and your mouth,and
your forehead and your eyes all help.you, and get tight, too. So

when zou relax your nose, your whole face relaxes too, and that feels good,
Oh-oh. This time that old fly has come back; but this time he's on your \

forehead. Make lots,of wrinkles. Try to catch him between all those
wrinkles. Hold it tight, now. Okay, you can let go. He's gond for good.
Nbw you can 1.1ust relax. Let your face go smooth, no wrinkles laywhere.
Your face feels nice and smooth,:and relaxed.

Stomach

Hey! Here comes a cute baby elephant. But he's pot watching where
he's going. He does't see you lying there ip the graks;vand he's about
to step on your stomach. Don't move. You do 't have t. to'get out of
the way. Just get-ready for him. .Make your'stomach yeti bird. Tighteg
up your stomach muscles reel tight.. lioldcit. It looks like he is going

/ the other way: You can relax now. Let your stomach go soft. Let it be
as relaxed as you can.. That feels' so much better. Oops, he's-comingsthis
way again.. Get ready. Tighten uptyour stomach. Taal.hard. If he steps
on you when your stomach is'hard, it won'st'hurt. Make your-stomach into,
a -rock. Okay, he's-moving away again. You can, relax now: Kind of settle
down,.get.comfortable, and relak, Notice- the difference between, a ti ?VLt

stomach and relaxed one. Thab's how we want it to feel--niee andiloose
and relaxed. You won't believe this, but this time he's really comity
yeErway a o turningaround. He's'hvided straightjor yok- ght n- up.
Titen'hard. Here he comes. This is really it. You've gotta Tool on
,tight: He's stepping on you iHe's dtepped_omer you.' Now he's gone for
gocid. You can re -lax compl4ielk Yoere safe. Everything is okay, and

can feel nice and relaxed.., t

This time imagine
i

that you Want to squeeze through a narrow fence
4 and the boards have splinters on them. You'll haVe to take yourself
skinny if you're going to make Lt through. Suck yOur stomach in. Try to
squeeze it up aglinsb your backbone. Try to be as skinny as you can.,
You've got to get. through. Now relax. You don't have. to be skinny now.
just relax and feel your stomach being warm and looSe. Okay, let's try

. to get thlvugh that fence now. Squeeze up your stomach. Make it touch
Our backbone. Get it real small apd tight. Get as skinny as you can.
Hold tight, now. You-ve got to squeeze though. You got through that
skinny little fence and MD splinters. You relax now. Settle'back
and. let your stomach come back out where it belongs. You can feel really
good now. You've done fine.
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Legs and Feet'

Now pretend that you are standing barefpot in a big, fat mud puddle.
Squish your Toes down deep into the mud: Try to:get your-feet down to the
bottom of the laud puddle. You'll probably need your legs to help-you push.
Push down, spread your toes apart, and feel the mud squish up between your '

toes.' Now step out of the mud-puddle. Relax your feet. ,Let your toes
go Ioose and feel how nice that is. It feels good to be relaxed.. Back'

.

into the Mud.puddle. Squish your toes down. Let ybur leg mus400"help
push your feet down. Push your feet. Hard. Try to squeeze that mud
puddle dry-. Okay.. ome back out now. Relax your feet, relax your legs,
relax your toes.itt feelth so good to be relaxed. No tenseness anywhere.
Yo feel kind of.warm and tingly.

.. .

Conclusion
i

, f

- Stay As relaxed as you can. Let your whole body go limp Enid feel
, all your muscles relaxed. In a few minutes I will ask youtto open your

eyes, and.that will be the-end of this-session. As you go.through the
day, remember.how good it feels 'co be relaied. Sometimes you have to pike
yourself.tighier before ybu can be relaxed, just as we did in these ex- ,' )
erciees. Practice these exercises every day to get more and more relaxed.

. A good time to piactice is atn.l.ght,,,,after you have gdne to bed and .the
ights are out and you won't be distuFbed. It will help you get tosfeeP.
Then, when you are a'really good refaxer, you can help yourself relax here
at school. Just remember the elephant, or the-jaw breaker,(or the mud
puddle, and you can do our exercises and nobody wi 1 know. Today is 6
goodd p and you are ready tokgo back to class fe lingvery relaxed'i.
Yo eve

.

d,hard.ishere, and it feels good to work, hard. VerycSlowly,
bp n yo eyes mid wiggle your muscles around a little. Very good.

ou've one a good job. You're going to be a super relaxer.-
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Objective:'

Activity

41,

To evaluate which rights are especially important.

EVVRT.PERSON'S BILL OF RIGHTS

5 minutes

...lead the
right ,that is

Then put
you.

TASK DIRECTIONS

following rights. Item 10 'is an espeCially important,'
often neglected. Assertion offers a choice.
an X by the rights thatlare.esvecially important to

1. The right, to be treated with respect.

2: TWe=right to have and express my ownifeeling and opinions.

3. The right to be listened to and taken seriously.

A. The r)ighl to set my ',own priorities.
w.

5. Thei.ghtto say no without feeling guilty.

6. The r*ght't* isk.for' what I want.

7. The(right to get whilt I' pay for.

8. The right to,ask for informatiOn from priiessionals:.

9. The r

a 10. Th.

(2 make mistakes.

ght to choose'not_ -to assert myself.

4'
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Objec4re:' To differentiae between definitions
44V

Activity

ASSERTIVENESS RECAP

5 minutes

TASK DIRECTIONS

The following .three terms's:re frequently confused, inter:
changed, and misinterpreted. Based on the discussion in whiCh
you have-juPt been involvedi define these terms.

Assertiveness is

Aggcessiveness is

-4

Non -asse tiveness is

WORKSHEET 2



Objective:

Activity:

individual needs for assertiveness training.

4 TEST

10 minutes' -.

TOt DIRECTIONS
%

-Complete the following "assertiveness quotient": .question-
naire. following scale to indicate how comfortable you fre
with, each item:

if*
1: I feel very comfortable:)
2. I ftel thoderately comfortable.,`'i
3. I am Very)Ancomfortable with this.

Assertive Behaviors

*Speaking up and asking questions at a meeting.

-*Commenting about being inperrupted by a'person
directly to him/her at the moment he/she inter-
rupts you.

*Stating your views to ,.,female authority figure,
(e.g., minister, boss, therapist, mother).

*Attempting to offer solutions and borating
on them When there are members of the opposite
sex present.

Your Body

*Entering and exiting a room where men are present.

*Entering and eXiting a room where women are
'present.

*Speaking in front ofa group.

*Maintaining eye co t, keeping ylopur head'upright,
and leaning forward wh in 'a personal conversation.

r

WORKSHtET 3
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P. tSens 11;7

r
*Telling a prospective lover about yOur.,p ical
attract1bn to him/her before any such statem
are'made to you .

*Initiating sex with your partiler'

*Expressing enjoyment of an art show or concert in
4c,\, spite of others! reactions

*Asking for affection.

Anger

*Expressing anger directly and honestly when you
feel angry

*Arguing with another person

Humor

*Telling -a joke

*Listening to a friend tell a story about something
embarrassinf, but funny, that you have 49ne

*Responding with-humor to someone's putdown.of ru
or of someone else

4

Children

*Disciplining your own childre

*Disciplining others' children

nxplaining the facts of life to your children

I

I
3

ti
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Manipulation and dounter-Manipulation''

*Telling a peraa0 when you think she/he is f

manipulating you

*Comment
*

ing to a person who has made a patroazihg
remarkjto you

V

1
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Your Mind

*Going out with a group of friends when you are the only
one without a "partner"

*Being especially competent, using your authority and/or
Obwer without labeling yourself as i lite, bossy,
aggressive, or parental

*Requesting expected service when you haven' received
it (e.g., in a restaurank or a store)

Apology

*Beans expected to apologize for something and not
apologizing since you feel,you are right

*Requesting the return of borrowed items without
being' apologetic

Compliments, Criticism, and Rejection

*Receiving a compliment by saying something assertive
to adknowledge that you agree with the person
complimeting you

*Accepting a rejection

*Discussing another person's criticism of you
openly with that person

*Telling someone that she/he is doing something
that is bothering you

Saying "No"

*Refusing to get coffee for others or to take notes
at a meeting

*saying "no"--refusitiVto do a favor.,v4pen you really
don't feel like it

*Turning down a request for A meeting



Objective: To leatn of the lose/gain aspect df the decision-
, making Iprocess.

Activity

? ? DECISIONS, DECISIONS ? ?

5 minut._

TASK DIRECTIONS

Read the following short essay on decisions.

41.

it-'s In Mciany-dielsion, there are aspects of losing-an4,saining

or winning involved. -Often we can stop ourselves from making a

decraidn_by waiting until we are in a win-win position. On the

other hand, we can scare ourselves by predicting a lose-lose

position. In either situation, the win:win or the lose-lose

scare, the result is usually the same: NO DECISION, no movement.

A more realistic assessment is the win-lose pbsition.

What do you have to lose and to gain .(win) from a decision

to he more assertive in your life?

WORKSHEET 4



Objective:

Activity 10.minutes

ASK DIRECTIONS

In the group of three, discuss what can be lost from taking
an assertiW-Stance and what can be gained from assertion.
Summarize individually on this page.

1'

Lose Gain or Win
1. 1.

2. 2.

3. 3.

4. 42'

5. 5.

WORKSHEET 5
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Objective: To lean the-ABC theory on emotions

Activity

TASK DIRECTIONS, ,'

Based on the discussion about feelings, think
of a situation '(A) where you feel (c) unassertive -

scared, frustrated, angry, helpless, etc. Label the
situation A and your feelings (C). Then, think about
what you say to make yourself scared or frustrated or
angry or helpless, etc. Write those sentences you say
to4rourself under B.

SITUATION

1.

J
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

$TERPRETATION

WORKBORRT 6
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Objective: ToOlissess which, irrational beliefs are used most frequentli.

Activity

TASK DIRECTIONS

Read through the following 7 irrational beliefs
that frequently' are tied to assertive behaviors. Pay
attention to the rational disputes to these irrational
beliefs. Mark the irrational beliefs you use most
frequently to stop yourself.

IRRATIONAL BELIEF #1:
7

If I assert myself, others will get mad at me.

RATIONAL DISPUTES TO #1

If I assert myself, the effects may be positive, neutral,
or negative. However, since assertion involves legitimate
rights, I feel that the odds are in my favor ta have
some positive results

Possible applicat ns of this are: If I assert myself people
may or maytnot :-t mad at me/they may feel closer to me/like
what I say or .o /help me to solve the problem.

IRRATIONAL BELIEF #2

If I assert myself and people do become angry with me, I will
be devastated; it will be awful.

RATIONAL DISPUTES TO #2

a. Even if oth6rs do become angry and unpleasant, I am capable
of handling jt without falling apart.

b. If I assert myself when it is appropriate, I don't have to
feel responsible for the other person's anger. It may be
his problem.

WORKSHEET 7



IRRATIONAL BELIEF #3

Althotigh I prefer others, to be straight forward with me,
I'm afraid that if I am open, with,others and say "no", I
will hurt them.

RATIONAL DISPUTES TO #3

a. If I am assertive, other people may or may not feel hurt.

b. Most people are, not more e than I am. If I prefer to
be dealt w y, quite likely others will too.

IRRATIONAL BELIEF #4

If my assertion hurts others, I am responsible for their feelings.

RATIONAL'DISPUTES TO #4

a. Even if -others do feel hurt by my assertive behavior, I can
let them know I care for them while also being direct about
what I need or want.

b. Although at times othrs will be taken back by my assertive
behavior, most people are not so vulnerable and fragile that
they will be shattered by it. '

IRRATIONAL BELIEF' #5

It is wrong and selfish to turn down legitimate requests. Other
people will think I'm terrible and won't like me.

RATIONAL DISPUTES TO 115

a. Even legitimate requests can be ref used assertively,

b. It is acceptable to consider my own needs--sometimes before
those of others.

c. I can't please all of the people all of the time.

7
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IRRATIONAL BELIEF #6

At all costs, I mus avoid making statements and asking questions
that might make awl k ignorant or Stupid.

RATI NAL DISPUTES TO' #6

It's all right to-lack information or to make a mistake, It

,71

just shows I'm human.

4 IRRATIONAL BELIEF 11

Assertive/women are cold, ca trating bitches. If I'm assertive .

I'll be so unpleasant that le won't like', ,

....--

RA NAL DISPUTES TO #7 j

,

fissertive women a direct and honest, and behave appropriately.
They show a gen ne concern for other people's rights and feelings
as well as th r own. Their assertiveness enriches their r ation
ships with ot#ers. e

CON6L6ION

THREE IMPORTANT QUESTIONS'TO ASK YOURSELF

* Am I assuming that peopl,e will always react negatively to my assertion?
That's irrational.

* Am I focusing on the negative outcome of my assertiveness and not
considering other options? That's lrational.

* Do I think I can't handle the results of my assertive behavior if
they are, in fact, negative? That's irrational.

9
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Objective: To learn 4 types of assertive styles.

Activity

FOUR ASSERTIVE STYLES

---

5 minutes .

(
TASK DIRECTIONS

Red the examples of 4 types of assertion. When
you are practicing assertion in the next-exercise, you
man refer back to this worIsheet.

(
N

fr

Emphatic Assertion

This ype of assertion involves thaking a statement that has two
parts (a) conveying recogni4on\of the other person's situation
or f elings; (b) expressing your own thought and observations.
Example: (1) "I know ybu are upset because)of the basketball team's
loss last night, but I think you shoftd help ms complete our team
project. (2) "I know you are tired because you worked hard today,
but I think you should help prepare suppk\because I am tired also.lt

Confrontive,Assertiory
t,

This is use en the other' yords contradict his or her
deeds. This type of assertion involves three parts: (a) recalling
what the other person said he or she would do; (b) objectively
dftgeribing what the other person actually did do: (c) expfessing

7.7hat yoWd like to see happen or what you want. Example: When I

u
/ talked t you last, you promised me a raise which .I didn't receive
'in this m th's paycheck. Because you promisedfit, I wdilleal y
like that raise as soon as possible. L\ , t

7

Language Assertion

jThis type of assertion is particularly useful for assertively expressing
difficult negate Wings. It involves a four-part 'statement:

I feel . , (describe your feelings) .

when . . . (describe the other person's behav1or on the-situation)
because . (describing how the other person's behaviot concretely

effects you or your life)

I
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I'd prefer . . (describing what you would-like or want)

Example: I feel angry when iyou do not take out the garbage because then
I have to take care of it. I'd prefer that you do the chores
we agreed upon.

Escalating Assertion

Escalating Assertion involves starting with "minimal" assertive statement
that can usually accomplish your goal with a minimum of effort and has
a small possibility of getting a negative reaction from the other. person.
When the other person fails to respond and ignores your assertion, .yoU
gradually escalare-the assertion and become increasingly firm.

tP
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Objective: To provide experience in responding assertively.

Activity

,e,PUTTING IT TOGETHER

TASK DIRECTIONS

Read the list of'role-playilit situations that follow and
choose one to role- play.

Use onf of the foUr types of assertive styles discussed
earlier: empathic; cOnfrontive, 1141guage or escalating.

In groups of three divide up as A, B, and C.

A=actor
B=responder

) C=observer
?

\46
efore beginning, take time for the actor to do a "sneak preview" of

h /her assertive stance. After a situation is role-played, C
should give feedback on congruency, style and options. If

appropriate, role-play a second time to integrate the feedback, and
remember to do another "sneak preview."

SwitCh roles when A is finished
o.

B=ac or
C=responder
A=observer

,After feedback and second role-play for B switch roles.

C=actor

A=responder
B=observer

Behavior /

* As you leave a store after purchasing an item, you. find You have
been overcharged 75c. Person A--custoter; Person B--sgiesperson
unwilling to admit mistake.

WORKSHEET 9
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* In an in-service training rkshop, the lbader is discussing'
aggressive behavior in studintI, but fails to define what she
means by aggression. Person A--workshop partiCipant who asks
for clarification; Person-B-Workshop leader.

Mind

* You have been seated and hake waited fors10 minutes for the
menu in a somewhat crowded restaurant. You are hungry and
on-a tight schedule. Person A -- hungry diner; Person
harried and defensive.waiter/waitress.

4221-cIY.
) -

* Your goodjriend borrowed a faVorite tool and has haa'itfor
quite awhile. You want your tool (don't be apolOgetid).
Person A--wantseool back; Person B--good friend OhN)orrows

.

without returning.

Criticism

* You haVe made an'error in your semester's attendwArreport
....:

which the depart6ent head catches and'sarcasically criticized
y you for. Person A- "ffended teacher; Person B--unfair depart-

ment head. /
'44: 1

, .

Saying "No!,'.
,

)
* ;You have week-en plans that have been male for months but.,-

hear from your principal on Thursday that he wants you to
. -woft pre egiStratisn this Friday night and Saturday.

Verson A- ,teacher who intends to keep.weeken4.plans;
'Person B--princ 1 oho needs weekend worker.
/ k ,..........,

ulat ion

`--- ,

ir

4

4?

A colleague begs you in a.whiny voice to introduc fheNapeaker
r' at-the.4ext professional meeting because he/she ge s ','so-'nervou

Let the person know you feel heisheAls trying to manipulate you.
Person A7-person who feel maniOulate0; Person B--person begging

. in a whinyvoice. )/'

";,

-
4

.1

ar

Sensuality

4

* You have had a particularly rough day at schdol and want some
affection and physical closeness with,your partner. Person A --
person whoVhad a rough day; PerSon S--partner.



Anger

(.1

f.

Humor\

YourobiliOand/wife was supposed to be home for dinner by 6:00
but kealzas,afier 101 00 saying he/she.had to work late.
Person A is,thellisplaced, assertive wife/huriband. Person B
is the indignant husband /wife.

1 1 T.
m.

A

Atia party, your friend makes a put down comment about your
occasional tardiness to work--"HeiShe expects.everyone but
him/herself to be on time." Respond with humor. Person A

1

--person who is orsionally late; Person S--person with

(/
the-put down.

41

Children

* You are visiting with you neighbor in the'kitchen while
'his/her children are jump.ng and cavorting recklessly on
.dour brand new sofa. Your neighbor seems uncbncerned, but
you ARE! Person A-owner of the new sofa; Person B--unconceraed
neighbor. .'

/



Objetive: To provide an overview'checki,ist of the shps in Assertion.

Activity

.

STEPS TO ASSERTIO '-i-CHECKLIST

',..

TASK ERECTIONS
..) it, . .,..o

,

-

The following is.a,pe onal ahecklist_for system-
maticaily approaching asap on.

4* ' \
1. Clrifying the situation and focus on t,hefissue.

What exactly do. I want to aceotplish?
A

2. How will assertive behavior on dif part h ilp me accomplish my'goal?.

.

..--
't

- .

3. What would I usually do to a id s'aserting
I

yselfiU this situation ?'
,..

Why would I whit to give that Ond assert
/

5. HoW might I be stopping myself f asserting" elf?

1
0

a. Am I holding on to irrational beliefs? -.If so, t ar -they?
!") ,/,/ -. f, , .

4,'
b. How will I OFplace these irrational beliefs'With 'ratio al ones?

,--,-., --;---- \
.

What are my rights in this situation? *(State'them cle.a4y) ) ,

my goal?

/".' 4. myself instead?

6. I anxious abut asserting myself? What teiChniques can I use to
0

reduce my anxieey?4 ,
7. Have I done my himial..70 rk? Do I have the information I need togo ahe'd

and act?
W

1,-.--

1
.

.',

8. Will
.

I:
---,

a. Let the other'person knnew hear and und7 stand him/her?

b. Let the otIr perso Viacc7ho Y feel?

c. Tell him/her what

WOkKS EUT 10
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-Dbjective:

Activ

f"\To .asse s attitudes toward children's Aligihts..\

CHILDRW I STS?
.

Read the Bill of Rights again, Do Chess rights
.

fit for children'in youtybpinion?,/

Put an for these you feel: are appropriate for
children with consideratiotliof age and )

maturity-as well as time for' training.
_a_for. those you feel are inappropriaks

9 for those you areursus
1

The:righe to belt eated w th respect.
# V . 1,.....----,, ..

.

2. The right to hal.re_ I. _s Cheir own feelings and ppinions.
L ,

v .;- \ ,
. ; 4

3'
The right_ to be listeied to and taken seriously.

.e

4.: The-fight to t'

set their awri:prioriv-ies.

-

.' QV. ( 7.'''-'

5. -The right to say no without feeling( guilti.
/*

6. The right,cto'agic 'f it what they tyrant.

___,_,,_ 7__The right to get what they pamfor,
,

8. The right to ask
\

,information from professionals.

9. I,The rigfrt to make 1nistakes.

10. The right to chose not to assert themselves..

ti

AL

WORKSHEET
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Objective: To assess how assertive children Might be a
positive benefit to self and parents.

Activity:

WHAT'S IN IT FOR ME AND FOR PARENTS

TASK' DIRECTIONS

Based on your private point 0 view and previouEL
dfscussion, jiat the flgoodies"you might 44r1'Ve...-
fripR working with assertive chirdren,.

In small grOupS,-share whatould'bo in it foe
you. Brainstorm possible benefits for parents
and list ttlep.

Possible '!goodies".'1o.r,me

1'.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.'

7.

c7-

Possible benefits. to parents.

1.

2.

4.

5.

7. (

r

0

WORKSHE'ET 12
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Objectives:

Activity:,

To summarize the main points of asstxtiveness
training with Children.

SUMMARY Of ASSERTION STEPS WITH CHILDREN,

TASK DIRECTIONS

Summarize the steps in assertion training for
children.

4.*

2.

3.

4.

5.

a.

11,

41,

PA', r.

O

z
lj

)ri
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V

Objective: To, summarize the main parts of guided imagery.

Activity

2.

3.

4.

5.

tl

SUMMARY OF STEPS IN GUIDED IMAGERY

TASK DIRECTION*,

Summarize the steps in a guided imagery.

WORKSHEET 14



Objective: To brainstorm themes *or guided,imagery formats.

Actity:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

lo.

GUIDED IMAGERY THEMES.

TASK DIRECTIONS

In small groups/ brainstorm appropriate guided
imagery themes for'the elementary school set-
ting.

t

WORKSHEET 15
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Objective

Activity:

o write a guided imagery experience

GUIDED IMAGERY

t

30 minutes.

'TASK DIRECTIONS

Now that you have participated in a guided imagery
txierience and have learned the steps involved, .

this is a practice time for' yOu to create your
own guied imagery format. After you have written
yours, you theiggicortunity to guide
another person through. 'PR will also have the
experience of being guided through theirs.

1

U

leo

WORKSHEET 16
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Ob ive: To summarize the main points )teaching relaxat on.

SUMMARY OF STEPS IN RELAXATION

Activity:

Summarize the

TASK. DIRECTIONS
Att.

steps tn teaching relaxation.

,
WORKSHEET X17



Objective:

Activity

3

0
To create a relaxation session format and try it out.

s.

TASNOMSCTIONS

Now that you have partiCipated in -some relaxation
training techniqueS and have learned the steps
involved, this is a practicre time for you to
write out a relation training session. You will
have an opportunity to try your format apt with
a partner. You will also have the experience
of going through their format. ..

Be sure toy give each-other feedback about the
experience.

19

t

A

'4
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Assertive [Training for Young people

TASK DIRECTIONS
0

.
Following is an article that gives the steps involved in

.assertiveness training for lfoungsters, an overview of-a ten-week
format and addition's' background information. Read it at your
own leigUre outside the workshop.

(
Pam is upset because a;popular gitl in,her Class teases her andii

intimidates her into giving up candy and_treats that_pautwants for
herself. Curt is painfully shy, unable even to ask his teacher questions
about assignments or tests, Fred appears-to be a meek and quiet child,
but occasionally he will 'Ely- into-a-rage-over-a seemingly small incident,
such as a classmate accidentally knocking over a boof his desk. Jill
is afraid to give book reports in front of her clasi',Vecause she worries
that other students will .laugh at her. .As a result,,,fihe,fiforgets" ado
her reports. 4

A

What do these children have in Common? All have treube construct- 4
ively confronting other people: All haVe difficulty expressing what'
they need or want in an appropriate manner and, as a result, feel help-
ess or frustrated in many situations. -0

,..

Assertiveness training seemed to be a potentially effective strategy
4 for meeting the needs of these children. Although; to my knowledge,

assertiveness training had not previously been adapted for use with elem-
ehtaity or junior high school children, assertive'- `training programs have 9'

produced impressive positivebehavior changes in.adults.. Assertive train-
ing has helped men and women obtain more satisfaction in their personal
and professional lives (Jakubowski in press a). Marriage partners have
been trained to use assertion techniques to improve, communication and help

. solve problems (Fensterheim 1972),. Assertiveness training has heipe0
ual learn to express anger appropriately(kimm et al.- 1974)i'mod

ify gag-de trvctive passive or subMissfve behavior (Katz 1971), reuse
"n4reSlionab e requests (*Fall & Twentyman 1973),,,take initiative,'and
expreis a ings,and desires clearly and directly (Rathus 1973).:-

Whether young people, particular' those as young as Elfth.and
sixth graders',' could understand Ole Voc ularyconcepid, and. value,sYStem
of assertive trainin remained t-gi..befseen.Whethet. young, people x4cauld be
able to practiCe-Wgii tine rather than aggressive.behAvior after exposure
.to an assertive' -train 'ng program as another important itiwesi, 44.esqwere,

ciiietionsthat co tad coly beltedgby teaChirtg.ip., iVe-
traapin&techniques to d711 r

_

4.
Ar
.4,

yrA'

4



is article will_first describe the rationale, specific objectives,
and essions of ,a course in assertiva,training d veloped for young people
from approximately 11 to 14 yearkof age. The re onseS of fifth- and

sixth-gradeletudents to the program, cautions for tential leaders oaf

assertive training, and uses for counselors will then'be summarized.

RATIONALE

According to Jakubowski-Spector, asgertive behavior is interpersonal
behavior "In which a person stands IT for her lAgitimate rights in such a
way that the rights of another are not violated" (1973, p. 2). It-4s disry
tinguished both from nonassertive behavior, in which people ignore their
rights or allow others to violate their rights, and from aggressive be-
havior, which people fulfill their own needs in a way that is destruct-

'.ive to others. When people act assertively,.they state what they want
clearly and unambiguously but can also have empathy for others.

Certain features of assertive training make it attractive as a potential
counseling methOd for'young people . Its emphasis on skills rather than

''psychodynamic analysis; its potential applicability to many, not just prob-
lem, students; and its similarity to values and decision-making'programs
place assertive training within a deliberate psychological education
framework (Mosher & Sprinthall 1971) that would be appropriate and useful \

o.for elementary school students.

Skills taught in assertive training have particular relevance for
.4

students approaching adolescence. At this stage of development, peer in-
fluence waxes as adult influence and authority wane. Children with low
self-esteem may easily be led by peers to act against their consciences.
Threats of "I won't be your friend if You don't" and "C'mon, don't be a
sissy" are powerful factors in, the behavior of such 'children. Assertive
training could help children forMulate appropriate responses to such .'

pressirre tactics by peers. Assertive training might/hAo help young
eople learn to confront adults, especially teachers and parents,,Jn:weys
that are neither hostile nor submissive. Skills in assertion might he
useful in promoting constructive'dialogues between young people and adults.

,T2

Assertive training algo agrees with,the democratic'values taught to
/intermediate and junior high school childrenn. It provides both a frame
of reference for understanding democratic 4alues on an interpersonal
level and a set of skills that enables'individnals to act on these
values. the potential usefulness of assertive training for education in
democratic living assumes special importance in the light of disturbing
research studies that show that the great majority of adult males do
nothing to:defend themselves when significant rights are violated (Moriarty
1975) or cad easily 5e persmided to violate the right's of otherg (Milgram 1963).
ay-

A..

.

()n.
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. .., j I

,,,, Seneproponenft of asserti4trainIng (Albeitf& EiRponf 1974). have
Owl:Med that asserilve training promot elrOP1 e self7concepts among--.

-- aduittarticipants.! It se ed reasQnableto bel eve thtt.a-well-constructed
.program i assertiye'traini might have positive effeets on the self-
AOnetpts of Children in elementary and junior high school.

STEPS

tp

'.. The specific objectives oflt;e'curriculumA were adapted froita Jakubowski,7
Spector's An Introduction .to AtstttlVe,Training Procedures fol. tiomen (1973):.
These objectivei ai2e,:-,

1., For students to be ablet*discriminate- between nonassertive,
aggressive, and assertive, behavior;

2. TO students to become aware of their rights in a variety of
interpersonal situations relevant to young people;

3. For students to be able to identify the emotional blocks they
.use ,to prevent them from acting assertively;

4. 'For students to learn skills that enable them to reduce these
blocks; ,, -

., 8

liA 45. -For-students to develop assertive 'behal#rs through v or. -

I rehearsal (A,speciat form'of role plaiing).

PREPARING FOR THE SESSIONS

The training material's, which presently include a leader's, manual
and student handOuts, were prepared on the assumption that a counselor OT
teacher mould be,able to meet with students for approximately 30 minutes
twice a week for 5 weeks: a total of 10 Sessions. I held` Individual
Dr groupintervi ws with potential group memberotplefore the.training.
At this time I e Plained the purpose of the group '(to help people learn
to get what they want in ways that won't hurt them or others) and helped
interested individuals focus on appropriategoals. It Would also be
helpful for the leader to contact parents of group members to*explain the
purpose of the group a d describe skills that students will.be learning.

CONTENT OF SESSIONS

The assertive- training curriculum for young people is tentatively
titled ;'You have righti! Others have rights!" In devi,sJhg the materials,
I selected vocabulary and techniques that would be cle r and interesting

"aggressive," I introduced,the words "doormat" 'bu ly." Many activitiesi
to children. To, supplement the cumbersome terms "nona sertive" and

and
were presented in cartoon or 'game fOrm: . ,

, . , ....

What follows is descript4on ofIrtOpics and activities for the 10
.ti-. sesgionsas-Shey were actually taught'to fifth- and sixth-grade boys

and girls. the structure of the sessions should by no' means be"considered
.the final form. In 'partic4ar, the concept-:ofrights muYVbe further
'developed. hope, however, that counselors may find the session summaries

.

valuable in developing their own assertive-training programs:

,' ..



Session 1

e,

Students mad#a list of variousvaysthat peopleAW what they want:
asking,' hinting, temper tantrums, flirting, and so 6n. Three' cartoon stick
figuresone assertive, one a b ly; and one's doormat-7were then intro-_
duced to help-students learn to distinguish between assertive, aggressive,.
and -non- assertive behavior,. EA method of 'getting what'one wanted listed
etrlier ingr"then classifted acco ding to which cartoon figure would be- .most !

'likely to use it.

Session 2

IP

Students sharedatimes in-their own'-lives when t hey had beep aseertive,'
aggressive, or nonassertive and took turns stating situations in which they
would like to have been or to be more assertive. Students began practicing
assertive behavior in role - playing situations of theip choice.

.

Section 3

tr

In this session students learned that "Your body,can7tell you if
you ere being assertive." Each student was asked t6 react npnassertively
to the leader's request, "Can I borrow your bike?" Students discussed
their posture, feelings, tone of voice, and degree of eye contact. Students
then responded aggressively to the same request, and a similar discussion
followed. Finally, each student reacted assertively to the leader's request
by saying "No" in a firm voice and maintaining eye contact. Students were
given the opportunity to pract 'the assertive response until they felt

411i
comfortable with it. They th

s
cusded body and feeling responses to

behaving assertivelly.

Sessions 4,5,6

401
These three sessions were designed to help studentd explore docks to

assertive behavior endways of reducing these blocks. In Session 4, children
filled ln cartoon balloons with "scarifying thotights" that keep.7them from
`being Assertive. Typical responses for the situation in which a friend
asked for a student's ice cream were: "She won't be my friend if I don't
give it to her`" and "She'll beat me up, if I don't, give it to her." The_
author then uded"t&ihniques of questioning Similit to those used in rational-
emotive therapy to help students evaluate to what' extent their fears were
realistic (Ellis 1974)..

In the next session, students practiced replacing their "scarifying
thoughts" with "encouraging thought's." In the situation mentioned.in-

-Session 411. students were able to think of such couraging-thoughts as
"She may be mad today, but she'll forget about It-tomorrow." Students
practiced .finding "encouraging thoughts" in other situations in which
they wanted to be assertive. The situations were then acted.



.% IA S;;:5K students,read and dihuised a story that allowed them
to explore the Influence' of traditional m4le and female Upbringing on
,assertive behaAor. I
Session 7 %.

-An past sessions assertive behaVior was seen mainly as method of
expressing wants or setting limits on others. Inthis session assertion i

was redefined to include expressing positive feelinfis about another person.
Students then practiced asserting positfve feelings through a 'strengths
,bombardment." Ta;ch Student'iqturn was "bombarded" with positive feed-
back and required to write down or state orally the Strength others
mentioned.

Session 8

k,..e.

Student6 learned to distinguish between direct. and indirect commun-
ication.and to,practiOe direct communication.- For.4gxample, students were
given a situation in which a hat blocked a student"sview of a movie and

',the student 804 loudly, "Honestly, some p4ople are so inconsiderate."
Students labeled this statement_indiredt and replaced it w.fth ,the more
appropriate request., "Could you please take off you ha" I'can't,see."

Session 9

yc

4

The theme of this session was 'An assertive person shows understanding
for othefatudents practice4, guessing.the feelings of a pe on they
were confiOnting and making a workable comppomise_that preserved everyones
integrity. One situation acted out in this session consisted'of a conflict
between a person who wanted/to watch horror movies and another person who

. got nightmares from them. Through 04 role playing, students fOund an
activity acceptable to both. - 'y

Session 10
*.;

n

I.

k

Students evaluated thetpprogress,'poiaed,out positive changes in-
others,, and goe-me feedback on the training materials.

STUDENT RESPONSES AN15 BEHAVIOR CHANGES

I used the assertive- .training materials with,threeelmall,grops of
four students each: a group of fifth-grade girls, 'a group of silith7grade
boys, and a sixth-grade group of-two--t4s1and_tivo girls. All-the groups
were chosen throUgh,a combination of selffeTral, teacher referral,.
and. counselor, invitation,.

t

;
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-No formal lints of evaluation protedUres wee usecitd assess the" '=4
effects of the training procedureidd'atudents in the .groups. TO what
eXtent, if_any,,the assertive - training materials for. young pedple increase :

assertive behaviors remains an.enipirical question that must still' be -

answered. Despite my'init±all miagivinks,,I did observe_that.almost'all,
tstudents seemed to grapes the concepts and-yaluesystem'oT-lassertitre:
- training, and most,wereable to apply the terms, assertive, aggreSiliVe,
and nonaggressiVe correctly by the.ekOf the group. All students shared

positive feelings about the groups, especially studentsin the single -sex
. greups,- who expressed their enthusiasm Often, in brief crjZiques at the '.
end of,eachiwesaion and in the final session.':

. 01- ' ."-
,

. .

_

In general self-report's andfteacher and cOunseloi observations
suggest that esSettive training led, to pOSitive behavior changes in a
number.of participants. .

0 .

Sixth -Grade Bos Group

,

.This group was comgosed of.t targef-sudents considered aggresive.

1,
by their.teacher'and themselves and two teacher-chosen models." The two
aggressive boys behaved well most the time but were subject to eictreme,

outburSts of temper, often over, small incidents:. At end of the .

training, Fredfreported:that he was nilw able -to talk' things over with .

someone rather than get angry. His teacher's perceptions supported Fred's ,

self-evaluation The teacher reported that PrecOstempet outfigrsts-iO4
the classroom had' virtually ceased. .;

." vc,

. ,
. , . 4, .. 4

., . .0-: ''

Dan, the OtherYtarget student, felt that he st±11 lost his temper.tOO,
much but felt freer to talk 'wish friends. about thin that,bothered-hiM.

Dan's teacher ]noticed no behavior changes in_ Dan but had discovered that
an impending diVorce in Dan's family may haVe been contributing toV-6
problems. Den's case serves to remind us that aggression may be a
symptom of problems that cannot alWays be dealt-within assertive-
training groups. Correct diagnosis of a student's Problem is essential
(seeCautiOnf).

Fifth-Grade -Girls Group.

(

..- ,,,, . , ,-

All the, girls in ,this group, those to parti ate because They :t,e-

. thbmselVes as nonaggressive, ofteg_viCtims Of-t e,whims-ef others 'with
anecdotes About successful assertive-behaftor recently atteinpted.' At /';,!).-'

,the end training?. all reported' n inCreabee'ability4to say :!'N'o "' 'N"
to unr° e'rhoestv.' The leade noticed that "chey.were able to

i use fi ices and to maintain eye c ct:in ro2e playing at, the,ond
:Of the training. "Mrs ;group was the most enthusiastic of all= -groups;

, several girls brought in self-created cartoon situations for other, group,
members to fill in,'one girl created 4 board game on assertion, and the...

. group organized a party.for the final session. 4

ol#
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MiXed-Sex Sixth -Grade Orbup i0 --

* , ..,,. k ! : .

,

It is interesaing that this group' seemed to;meke-the least. progre44-'
,

of all the groups. Participants Often seemed refuctane to'shere tlieir,
feelings and,experiences:in qoatof6thers.."..lhe_grOuP process %as '-, e

,1

.

punCtuatIO hillegiggt4SOrembarrassqd silenes,. AlthOugh40.14ar/4icipents
stated that fhey.ed3oyed tke group and fOund it valuable,4the group mom-
bertie did noi.often report duccessfu instances. o asserti4i,behsvior' ,.., 1"

% the group. rt may b at I ,thoi

' group more carefullyp or perhaps is'ge4rilly.more-di
assertive behavior mixed g tJakubowskiln,press

,

ts la-c 1C"-*-. '

7 ,

CAUTfONS-
r

Alberti and Emmons(1974) warn that leaders. of assertive-training
group must be able.to recognizemh6n an individual mightebeneTie from
assertive training and when other types of interventioR'might be nob
appropriate. Leadersshould have training in group dynamics, behavior
the'rapy, and in the use of sych-Important pmporZgilis Of the assertive -.,.
,training process as behaviorrehearsal: Coulselors who-would like to
use assertive training in. their schools shotla assess their own ability
to beassertive in interpersonal relations. Courses in Asserte train-
ing might help counselors improve their own skills as -wre1 as familiarize
them with'the training procedures. Counselors arereferred to,Lange add
Jakubowski (1976) for a thorough discussion of 'procedures.

0 I

SUMMARY,

The tentative results,from the itoups described in this article
indicate that assertive training', if presented by an'experieaced leader;

,,

,

might help intermediate and junior high school students deal with a .

variety of problems Alated to lack o:assertion skills, Shyness,.un-
controllable temper, lack of initiative, boredom, difficulty with teas--
sing, difficulty in saying "No" - counselors can asses to what extent
these problems are related to poor assertion skills and use assertive
training in indiViddal counseling or, in groups, to deal with tkeseproblems.
Counselors might also consider using essertive trainingto help students
come to terms With changing sex roles and to aid students in developing
decision-making skills.

In summa4Y, a potentially valuable task for counselofs would be to'
examine and research assertive training as a method for helping young
people within a preventive framwork.
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Relaxatioi Training for Children

TASK DIRECTIONS

Following .is a samp e relaxation training script fOr use with
elementary-Aged children.: Reedit at your oyn leisure outside the
workshop.

Children experience s e degree of tension at one time or another
in the elementary grade Thig tension can range from an "uptight"
feeling right before an unprepared for oral book report to a)generalized
tension and' worry throughout the day.. Same children experience dis
comfort during specific subject matter periods, others when: eginning
anew task, while others13ecome upset after a correction.frOm the
teacher. Pressure to succeed, to always be right, to be liked, to have
approval, or to cope-with family problems can produce tension in a child.

Relaxation exercises designed especially for children 4an help them
to become aware of the feelings of'body tension and provide skills to
reduce it. Children can, be taught how to reduce their muscle tension,
and this seems to reduce anxiety as well. There was one boy\whose arms
and legs seemed like perpetual motion machines, yet he showed no,aware-
ness'of this manifest tension. He mentioned that his parents'were con-

! sidering,"putting me,on some kind of pills to help me pay attention
better." Though he denied any feelings of tension, he agreed to try a
few relaxation exercises. He worked hard on the exercises but said he
didn't feel any different afterward. FiVe minutes later his puzzled

- expression became a grin as he said, "It worked!"
a

RelaXation training can take place during individual or group
counseling sessions,,in physical education classes, or in a regular
classroom setting, 'Ohce children develop the skills, they can relax
without instructions from a trainer and thereby implement a higher degree
of self-control. If sdccessful mastery of academic tasks, then perhaps
a case could be made for improved self-concept as well.

fi
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. In training children td relaxVaTious muscle groups, it is not
necessary that they be able to identirNmnd locate them. The use of
the child's fantasy can be incorporated into the instructions in such
a manner that the appropriate muscle4groupe,will. automatically be used.
Some precedent for the use of fantasy similar context was set by
Lazarus and Abramovitz (1962). The use of fantasy also,serve.s to attract
and'maintain a child's interest. One 'Child told his counselor that the
exercises stopped the butterflies in his stomach. The butterfly imagery
expressed a real feeling for him; it has been replaced by the feelings
connoted by a laxy cat.

It has been noted that although children will agree that they want
to learn how to relax, they don't want to practice their newly acquired
skills under the watchful eyes of their classmates. Fortunately,
se

i

eral muscle groups can be relaxed without much gross motor activity,
an practice can go unnoticed., It pleases some children to perform

, th se exercises in class and relax themselves withqut drawing the attention
of those around them. It seemed important to one little girl that the
exercises be "our, secret" that "we won't tell the other kids." The
effects of this-type oftraining can extend beyond the classroom. A
fourth-grade boy said that he used the exercises to help him get to
sleep at night.

. . -lot

Below is a; relaxation script designed for and used successfully
with children in the intermediate grades. This script is -Similar in
design to those used with adults SCarkhuff 1969; Lazarus 1971) but is
intended to be more appealing to'Children. It is likely that the script ..

is equally appropriate for children in the primary grades. Counselors.
are encouraged to experiment with it and to revise and extend it to include,
specific inter ste of children and 'incorporate other muscle groups.
Eight muspl roues are included here. Other exercises'can be developed
to work with the upper thighs, ake, and different must es' around
the tace'and neck as well as the fl

r
ing muscles in the fdet ind ex-

tending muscles in the hands. --

- .

.

In working with this script, is recommended that no more.than
fifteen minutes be devoted to the exercises at any one time. In thcc
initial training'sessions the children are learning a new concept and
new material. Two or three shorteessionsAper week will help to establish

- these new behaviors. Aside from theoretical 'coiTeiderations, it is jubt
too hard for some children to:keep thdir eyes c1 sed for More'than

91fifteen minutes. Later sessions serve more to intain the skills and
provide a foundation for work in other ,areas. This type session can
folloW a weekly pattern with tenor fifteen minutes devoted to'relakation,
and the'remainder fo the time can be spent on other things. ,
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It should be noted that many of the-instructions should be repeated'
many more times than are indicated in the script and that such repetitions
have been intentionally deleted. Each child Or group of Oildren is
unique. Timing and pacing must follow the individual pattern created
in.the specific situation. One word of caution requires consideration:
Children tend to "get into" this type of experienCe as'much or more than
adults, and they are likely to be a bit disoriented, if the session ends
abruptly. Preparing children to leave the relaxed state is just as
important as proper introduction and timing.

A Relaxation Training Script

Introduction

Today we're going to do some special kinds of exercises called
"relaxation exercises." These exercises help you learn how to, relax
when you're feeling uptight and help you get rid of those butterflies-
in- your - stomach kinds of feelings. They're also kind of neat, because
you can do some of them in the classroom without anybody noticing.

In order for you-to get the best feelings from these exercises,
.tkere, are some rules you must follow. First, you must do - exactly what
I say, even if it seems kind of silly. Second, you must try hard to do
what I say. Third, you must pay attention to your body. Throughout
these exercises, pay attention to how your muscles feel when they are
tight and when they are loose and relaxed. And, fourth, you must Practice.
The more you practice, the more relaxed you can get. Does anyone haVe
any questions?

Are you ready to begin? Okay. First, get as comfortable as you
can in your chair. Sit back, get both feet on the floor, and just.let
your arms hang loose: That's fine. Now close your eyes and don't open
them until I say to. Remember to follow my instructions very carefully,
try hard, and pay attention'to your body. Here we go.

Hands and Arms

/ Pretend you have a whole lemon in your left hand. Now squeeze it
rd. Try to squeeze all the juice out. Feel the tightness in your

hand and arm as you squeeze. Now drop the lemon. Notice how ygur muscles
feel when they are relaxed. Take another lemon and sqUeeze it. Try to
squeeze this one harder than you did the first one. That's right. Real
hard. Now drop your lemon and relax. See how much better your hand and
arm feel when they _are relaxed. Once again, take a lemon in your left
hand and squeeze all the juice out. Dons't leave a single 'drop. Squeeze
hard. Good. Now relax and let the lemon fall from your hand. (Repeat
the process for the right hand and arm.)



Arms and.Shoulders

Pretend you are a furry, lazy cat. You want to stretch. Stretch
your arms out in front of you. Raise them up high over your head. Way
back. Feel the pull in your shoulders.\ Stretch higher. Now just let

/ your aims drop back to your side. Ok4y,\ kittens, let's stretch again.
Stretch your arms,out,in front of you. Raise them over your head. Pull
them back, way back. Pull jiard. Now let them kirdp quickly. Good. Notice
how. Your shoulders feel more relaxed. This time letAs have.a great big.
stretch: dry to touch the Ailing. Stretch your.arms/way out in fro
of you. Raise them way up high over your head. Push thei way, way
Notice the tension and pull 'in your arms and shoulders. Hdld tight, now.
Great. Let them drop very quickly,and feel how'good it is to be relaxed.
It feels good and warm and lazy.

I

Shoulder and Neck

Now pretend you are a turtle. You're sitting out on a rock by a nice,
peaceful pond, just relaxing in the warm sun. It"feell nice and warm and
safe here. Oh-oh! You sense dangere Pull you head into your house.
Try to pull your sho up to your ears and push your head down 'into
your shoulders. Hold in tig t. It isn't easy to be a turtle in a shell.
The danger is past now. You can come out into the warm sunshine, and,-
once again, you can relax and feel the warm sunshine. Watch out now!
More danger. Hurry, pull your head back,ipto your house and hold it
tight. You have to be closed in tight to protect"yourself. Okay, you'
can relax now. Bring your head out and let your shoulders relax.' Notice
how much better it kris to be relaxed thanto be all tight. One more
time, how. "Danger! Nalorour head in. PuSh'your shoulders way up' t01
yqur ears and hold tight. Don't.let even a tiny piece of your howl' .

show outside your shell. Hold it. oFeel the tenseness in your neck
and shoulders. Okay. You can come out now It's safe again: Relax and\
Heel comfortable in your safety. There's no more danger. Nothing to
worry about. Nothing to be afraid of. Yalfeel good.

Jaw

You .have a giant jawbreaker bubble gueih`Wur Mouth. 'It's very hard
to'ohew. Bite down on it. Hard! Let your neck muscles help you. Now re-
lax. Just let your jaw hang loose. Notice how good it feels just to let
your jaw drop. Okay, let's tackle that jawbreakeragain.now.' Bite down.
Hard! Try to squeeze it out between your teeth. That's good. You're
really tearing that gum up.- Now relax again. Just ret your jaw drop off
your face. It feels so good just to let go and not haVe to fight C
bubble gum. Okay, one more time. We're really going to tear it
time. Bite down. Hard'as you can. Harder. Oh, you're really workir
hard. Good. N0,1 relax. Try to relax your whole body. You've beaten
the bubble gut Let yourself go as loose as you can.

V



Face and Nose

'Here comes a pesky old fly. He has landed on, your nose.'" Try to
'

get hik off without using 'Our hands. That's right, wrinkle up your nose.
Make as many wrinkles in your nose as You can.. Scrunch your nose up real
hard. Good! You've chased him away. `Now you can relax your nose. Ooops,
here,he comes back again,' Right back ja-the middle of your nose. Wrinkle
up your nose again. Shoo him off. Wrinkle it up hard'. Hold it luta as
tight as you can. 'Okay, he flew away. You can relax your, face. Notice
that when you scrunch up your nose that your cheeks and your mouth and
your forehead and your eyes all help you, and they get tight, too. So
when,you relax your nose, your whole ,face relaxes too, and. that feels good.
.0h-oh. This time that old fly has come'back, but this time he's on'your_
forehead. Make lots of wrinkles. Try to catch him between all those

* wrinkles. Hold it, tight, now. Okay, you can let-go. He's gone for good.
Now you can just relax. 'tat your face go smooth, no wrinkles anywhere:'
Your face feels nice and smooth and relaxed.

StomAch
7

Hey!. Here comes a cute baby elephant. But hqs not watch g where
he's going He doesn't see ,you lying there in the grass-, and he's\about
to step on-your stomach. Don't move. You on!,,t have time to get on,t of
the way. 'Just get 'ready for him: 9Make you stomach very hard. ,Tightan
up your stomach muscles real tight. Hold it. It looks like-he is 8014, ,-

the other way. You can relax now. Let your stomach go soft. Let it De

'Way
relaxed as you can. That feels so much better. Oops, he's coming this

eimy again., Get ready. Tighten up your stomach. Real hard. If he steps
on you when your stomach is hard, it won't hurt. Make your stomach into
a rock. Okay, he's moving away again. You can relax nc;'W. Kind of settle
.down, get comfortable, and relax. Notice the difference between a tight,
stomach and a relaxed one. That's how we want it to feel- -nice andloose
and relaxed. You won't believe this, but this time he's 'really coming
your way and no turning around. He's 'headed straight for you. Tighten up.
Tighten hard:- Here he comes. This is really it. You've got to hold on
'tight. He's stepping on you. He's stepped over you. Now "he's gone for
good. You can relax completely. You're safe. Everything is okay, and
you can ,feel; nice and relaxed.

This time imagine that you want to squeeze thropih a narrow feuce
and the boards have splinters on them. Ydu'll have /to make yourself very
skinny if you're going to make it through. Suck your stomach in, Try to'
squeeze it up against yOUr backbone. Try' to be as skinny as you can.
You've got to get thrbugh. Now relax. You don't have to be skinny now.
Just relax and feel your- stomach being warm and loose. Okay, let's try
to get through that fence now. Squeeze up your stomach. Make it touch



your.backbone. Get it real small and tight. Get ai4skinny as you can.,
Hold tight, now. You've got to squeeze through: 'You gdt through that !
skinny tittle fence and no splinters. You can relax.-now. Settle back
and'let your stomach come back out where it belongs. You can feel really
good now. you'v'e.done fine. .

Legs and Feet

Now pretend that you are standing Varefoot in a pig, fat-mud puddle.
Squish your toes down deep, into the mud. Try- to get your feet down to the
bottom of the mud puddle. You'll probably need your legs to help you push.
Push ,down, spread ydur tiles apart, and feel the mud squish up between your
toes. Now step out of the mud puddle. 'Relax your feet. Let your toeit
go loose 'and feel how nice that is. It feels good to 10:relaxed. -Back
into the mud puddle: Squish your toes down. Let your leg m help
push.your feet down. Push your feet. Hard: Zry, to squeeze that mud
puddle dry. Okay. Come back out now. Relax your feet, relax'your legs,
relax your toes. It feels so good to'be relaxed. No tenseness anywhere.
You feel kind of warm and tingly. y

Conclusion

Stay as relaxed as you can., Let your whole bOdy go limp and feel
all your muscles relaxed. In a few minutes I will ask you to open your
eye, and that will be the end of, this session' As you go through, the
day, Imtmber how good it feels to be relaxed. Sometimes you have to make
yourseT tighter - before you can be relaxed, ju as we did in these ex-,
ercises. Practice these exercises every day to get more and more relaxed.
A good.time to pradtice is at night, after you have'gone to bed and the
lights are out and you won't berdisturbed. It mill help ybn get to sleep.
,Then, when .you are a really good relaxer, youcan help yofirself relax here'
at school. Just remember the elephant, or the jaw breaker, or the mud
puddle, and you can do our exercises and nobody i4111 know. Today is a
good day; and you are ready to go back to class feeling very relaxed.
You've worked hiid.in here, and it feels-good to work hard. Very slowly,
now, open your.eyes and wiggle your auscles around 'a little Very good.
You've dpne a good job. You're got to be i super relaxer.
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